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FOREWORD 

Robert Fox 

Professor of the History of Science, University of Ol:[ord 

Over 150 years, the Royal Microscopical Society ha.~ brought together 
practising scientists, physicians, instrument makers, and enthusiasts, 
bound by a common interest in the advancement and use of micro
scopical techniques. To a rem arkable and refreshing d egree, the 
Society has maintain<>d the interdiscipljnary lone that characterized 
the inaugura l meeting in Edwin Q uekett's house in 1839, and still, 
today, the j ()Urnal qf Microscopy and the Proceedings have a readership 
extending across the whole range of the scic:ntific spectrum. 

The Society was conceived at a time when specialist scientific 
societies were beginning to proliferate. lt cam e hard on the heels of the 
Astronomical Society of London (founded in 1820; Royal from 183 I), 
and the Zoological Society of London ( 1826), reflecting, like thcrn, the 
faltering ofan older tradition of undifferentiated societies modelled on 
the Royal ~ociety of London. The 1'licroscopical Society of London (as 
the Society was called until it received its R oyal Charter in 1866) was 
also the product of a decade of particularly significant advances in 
microscopy, notable the new lens system of.Joseph] ackson Lister, and 
it has continued to rcllect and promote work at the scientific and the 
technical frontiers of microscopy ever since. 

Like a ll scientific societies, the Royal Y[icroscopical Society has 
passed through some wrbulcnt phases as it has tried to adjust to shifts 
in practices and interests of its members. The advent of electron 
microscopy, lo r example, was a t first not cas.ily ridden, representing as 
it did a departure from the age of brass and glass in which the Society 
has its roots. O n this occasion, the Society was a slow starter. its 
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FOl{E\VORD 

Electron Microscopy Section was not founded until 1965, in the wake of 
the notable Presidency of Dr V.E.Cosslctt, FRS; by then, the Institutr. 
of Physics hacl had a specialist section for nr.arly t"wcnty years. 

Occasionaly lethargic responses of this kind seem to pepper the 
histories of virtually all scientific societies, and the Royal Microscopical 
Society is no exception either in this or in the intermittent financial and 
other crises it has had to face. In the first fifteen years of its cxistr:nce, it 
struggled to balance the interests of the 'new' microscopy, with its 
emphasis on the microscope as a research tool, and the less exacting 
demands of the non-professional public that devoured the many 
editions of \V.ILCarpentcr's 'J'he Aficrosrnpe and its Revelations, and 
flocked to the Society's soirces to peer and admire. It also had to cope 
with a membership of under lwo hundred, which made the all
important task of producing a worthy publication difficult. But, as 
Professor Turner's Ilistoiy shows, the Society emerged from this 
particular trough as successfully as it has emerged, more recently, from 
the disruptions of war and inflation, and the relentless march of 
specialization within the scientific community. 

Plainly, the purpose of this book is not tn preach. But the succession 
of travails and adjustments that it recounts, and the Society's present 
Jlourishing condition, convey an unmissable implicit ksson. Since the 
early nineteenth century, scientific societies have had an essential role 
both in communication among professionals and in the fashioning of 
the public image of science. There is nothing in the pages that follow to 
suggest that those fonctions arc any less important, or, in the case of the 
Royal 1V1icroscopical Society, being fulfilled any less succ:cssfuUy than 
they have ever been. 
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NOTE O:'\ SOlTRCES 

The information used in the writing of this History has been taken, in the 
main, from the puhlications of the Society from 1840 till 1hr. present 
day. A list of these is given in Appendix fi. Biographical notes havf'. been 
taken from the standard works: /)ir:lionaiy of 1\iational Rio,~raphy, 
Dictiona~v ofScienlific BiograjJhy, Dictiona1y "JBrilish and Irish Botani.rl.1 and 
Jlorticullurists for:luding Plant Collectors and Botanical Artists, edited by Ray 
Desmond (London: Taylor & Francis, 1977). Obituary notices may 

also he frrnnd in the pu hlica tions of the Society. 
Although the Council Minutes of the Society are important in 

providing insights and infr>rmation not available elsewhere, they are 
variable in extent, being very short and cryptic during some decades 
according to the usage of the Secretary. Scrapbooks and jumbles ol'old 
ftles provided many of the illustrations used here, augmented by 

photographs lent by Fellows. 
For rurther reading on the formation of scien ti fie societies and on the 

nineteenth-century trade in microscopes, with bibliography, sec 
G.L'F:. Turner, The Great ,1ge ~f the Micro.1cope: The Collection of the Royal 
Microscopiml Sociefy through 150 Years (Bristol: Adam Hilger, 1989). 
Where instruments described in this Catalogue are rcf<.:rrf'.d to in the 
Ifoto,:y, the Catalogue number is givf'.n in bold, viz. l453 I. 
References are given in a short form in the case of frequently cited 
journals: 

Transi'vl.SL 
TransRMS 
1\!Uv{J 
}RMS 
ProcRAIS 
JQMC 

Transadions of the J\1icroscopicaf Society ~/ London. 
Transactiom- of the Royal 1\1icrosmpical Sociery 
J.,fonthly 1Hir:ro.rcopical .Journal 
Journal of the Royal 1.vficro.,copical Society 
Proceedings of the Royal lvlicroscopical Sociefy 
.Journal of the QuekeU ,\1icroscopical Club 
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The hirthµln.r r of 1hc Society. Edwin Q uckctt's house, ~iO \•\lellclose Square, where 
seven teen rn icros<:opi~c~ met on 3 September 1839 to foun<l the Microscopical Society 
Qf Loll(lon. T his nndatcd photograph (possibly !920s) was presented to the Socil'ty 

by Dr C.Ticrny on 21 Octohcr 1952. 



CHAPTER 1 

Introduction: O/Jtical Instruments 

The microscope and the telescope arc the most important of that group 
of scientific instruments classified as optical, that is, as aids to the eye. 
These instruments serve ,vhat Rene Descartes (1596 -Hi;iO) described 
as the noblest and most universal of the s<:nses, and open up to thr. eye 
and mind of man the new worlds of the very distant and the very small. 
The invention of aids to vision has, however, a curious ,md interrupted 
history, subjected to sometimes cont1icting influences. On the one hand 
there were scholars concc'.rned with the study ofgtcometrical optics, and 
on the other, craftsmen working to produce drectivc lenses. The 
resulting problems may be summariztd thus: 

\Vhy was it that eycglasstcs ,vere not invented until about 1280 when 
the Romans had dome.stir glass-ware and first-rate lapidaries? 

\Yhy was it, ,vi th eyeglasses in production by 1300, that the telescope 
and thr microscope were not: invented until some 300 years later? 

\Vhy was it that lens systems were not designed until the early 
ninctccnLl1 century, and the physics of lens systems not satisfactorily 
formulated until the 1870s, some 110 years ago? 

A number of scholars have considered aspects of the prob km in more 
recent years, and there is no agreed solution in sight. Conceptual 
thought concerning the nature of light, the physiology of the (~ye, and 
tlw possibility of handling the information provided by a telescope or a 
microscope wen~ the gTcatcsl stumbling blocks. The provision of clear 
quartz lenses, or less perfect glass lenses was nothing near such a 
problem. It is not possible in the short space available here to do more 
than briefly point to some possible solutions to the historical questions 

posed. 
In popular histories on optics Roger Bacon (c.1219-c.1292), the 

Franciscan of Oxford University, is always invoked, and he is credited 
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Smith's text is lift ed by Pieter Harting for his account in Het Micrnscoop 
(1848; German translation 1859), and this in t urn is translated by C lay 
and Court for their H istor.J' r,/ the MicroJcope ( 1932). 

Pe.rhaps we should stop looking to the theologian, philosopher, or 
rnathematician, and look to the men of affairs fo r the origins of 
eyeg-Jasses. In the latter part of the thirtr.enth century the Republic of 
Venice was a world power, with extensive possessions in the East. The 
wealthy trading classes were literate, and their trading, insurance, and 
banking depended on book-keeping. Surely a ids to the myopic, 
hypcrmetrnpic, and presbyopic were greatly to be desired. It wa.~ not 
economic to scrap a skilled book-keeper with defrctive eyesight. 
Perhaps tht:re was an economic imperative that brought eyeglasses into 
being: the convex lens for the long-sighted. It may turn out that the 
book-keeper and the glass-blower were jointly responsible. 

~1oving- three hundred years on, i t is reasonable to look at the 
literature p roduced at the end of the sixteenth century, just before 
compound optic.ti instruments came into being. Francesco :vlaurolico 
( 1195-1,')75 ), a Benedictine, published a number of tracts in the middle 
of the century on the camera obscura, the eye, and the curves of 
eyeglasses for correcting sight. lie worked within the long established 
conceptual framework, accepting the Jens of the eye as the sensitive 

·organ, and still believed that the image at the eye was erect ( this in spite 
of the evidence from the camera obscura) . I mportant in this context is 
the book by Giambattista della Por-ta (1535-1615), De refractione 
( 1593). H e deals with the lenses used in eyeglasses, but does not 
mention anything like a telescope or microscope. Tn this it is like Ad 
Vitellionem paralipomena (1601) hy .Johannes Kepler ( 1571-1630). Six 
years later, Kepler is writing expressly in the context of the recent 
invention ol'the telescope by a 'Belgian'. In 1610, Kepler has been quite 
delighted to hear of Galileo's telescope and its revelations, and was 
sorry he had not been able to use such an important a id in his own 
astronomical work. In Kepler's Diujitrice ( 1611) optical instruments 
formed by the combination or lenses are prominent, the two forms of 
astronomical telescope, Galilean (more properly Dutch) and the 
K eplcrian models. There a rc compound eyepieces and a sch eme for a 
nucroscope. 

The nc.,vs from Middclburg in the Netherlands spread West as well 
as South, and the earliest. recorded use of a telescope is that by Thomas 
H arriot (c.l.160-1621), near London , on 26 July 1609 (Old Styk) . 
What is d ear is that the world's most skilled technical op tician had no 
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A lithograph made from a drawing- by the Reverend J .B.Reade, , . 1!136, entitled 
'Head of the rlca as r~present~d by the solar microscope in canada balsam'. 
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knowledge ofa telescope in 1604, and Harriot and Galileo were using 
telescopes in 1609. A thorough history of the origins ofthe telescope was 
written by the Dutchman, Cornelis de Waard, De Uitvindi1zg der 
Verrekijkers ( 1906), and he gave this as his opinion, based on archives in 
Midddhurg: 'Sacharias Janssen la spectacle maker] is the sole 
Hollander, of whom we know, who before 1608 pos8essed a telescope'. 
Janssen's neighbour, Hans Lipperhcy, had his patent application 
refused on '2 October 1608 because the invention was already known. 
Another important observation of De vVaard is to do with the 
microscope: 'Before the diffusion of the telescope one finds no mention 
of the micrnscope'. 

To extend the eye's capacity to see small objects, that is, to widen the 
angle the object makes with the pupil of the eye, a single lens or a 
combination oflcnses is required. The telescope could be expected to 
generate interest in cornbining lenses in a variety of ways until a 
compound microscope was formed. Even so, there were several 
difficulties in forming ck<tr images with the compound microscopes of 
the seventeenth and eighteenth cenluries, so much so that better clarity 
and resolution were to be had from simple microscopes. 

Glass itself is one of the tcdmical hindrances to improving optics. 
There is the quality and type of glass used, the method of making 
lenses, and the nature of light itself. A lens acts to some extent like a 
prism, and breaks up the light into its component colours, so producing 
coloured edges to the image, a defect known as chromatic aberration. It 
was only in the 1750s that .John Dollond was able to make an 
achromatic objective for a telescope by combining two lenses made 
from different types of glass: crown and flint. The much smaller 
ob.iective lenses used in a compound microscope were very difficult to 
make achromatic, and there was no commercial production until the 
first decade of the nineteenth century. Another defect, spherical 
aberration, produces a slight blurring of the imag·e that arises from the 
spherical curvature of the surfaces of the lenses. This defect was not 
corrected until the 1830s, when a founder of the Microscopical Society 
ofLondon,Josephjackson Lister (1786-1869), showed how to design 
an optical system using combinations of achromatic pairs oflenses (sec 
Chapter 2). The physical theory behind the formation of the image in a 
microscope was eventually formulated as recently as the 1870s, the 
physicist responsible being Ernst Abbe (1840-1905) of the University 
of.Jena working in collaboration with the manufacturer, Carl Zeiss (see 
Chapter 3). 

5 
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Glass for optical purposes should have no colour, and should be 
completely uniform throughout. Contamination by some metals in 
quite small quantities will colour glass green or brown, anrl this is 
difficult to avoid. To produce good optical glass requires very hot 
furnaces and much better control of atmosphere than is necc~sary for 
window glass. The technical problems were nut overcome until the 
new technical optical industry began to develop at the beginning of the 
nineteenth century, in particular the Bavarian firm ofUtzschncider, 
Reichenbach & Liebherr, which Joseph Fraunhofer (1787-1826) 
joined in 1806 (see chapter 2 in G.L'E. Turner, 111e Great Age of the 
Microscope: The Collection of the RMS lhrou[!,h 150 Yean, 1989). The full 
fruits of s cien ti fie/technical mllabora tion were not to be obtained until 
Ernst A bbc and Otto Schott, working inj cna for five years, were able to 
present to the public in 1866 their first Trade Catalogue of the Jena 
Glass Laboratory. Optical glass could now be made to have dispersion 
and refraction in the combinations required by the designers of 
technical optics. 

One may sec from this brief survey that what appears to be a simple 
technical problem presented very great difficulties in its solution. In the 
nineteenth century, the skill of the craftsman and the theoretical 
knowledge of the scientist combined to bring the light microscope to its 
highest pitch of performance. The Microscopical Society was both the 
result of~ and a force to promote this dramatic development. I ts 
foundation foJlowecl the publication of Lister's pragmatic work, while 
the high point of membership (663 in 1891) came at the time ofAhhe's 
formulation of image theory. In the twentieth century, a fresh impetus 
was given to the Society by the invention of the electron microscope and 
diversification for light microscopy. 
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CHAPTER 2 

The A;/icroscopical Society ofLondon is Founded 

The Society began life in VVdlclosc Square, east of the Tower of 
London, between Cable Street and the \Vestern Docks. The Square still 
exists, but not number ."iO, once the borne of Edwin Quekett. The house 
was still there, though rather the worse for wear, in 1895, when the then 
President, A.D.Michael, devoted his Address to tracing the Society's 
history. He described a visit to Welldosc Square: 

... the shadow of the neighbouring· docks is on it, and irs principal 
features seem to be rag and bottle shops, marine store dealers, and 
street stalls .... The place, I fear, \vill not now impress our 
traveller as having either a scientific or a fashionable aspect, but if 
he passes the Catholic Seamen's Club, and observes the houses 
surrounding the enclosure he ·will notice that many of thern are 
old, and have been good, substantial brick houses, pleasant 
enough to live in; and that some bear considerable remains of 
artistic ornament. Following round the enclosure he will pass 
Messrs. Geo. vVybrow's pickle manufactory, and between that 
and Messrs. Greenfield, Harvey & Co. 's brewery, he will find a 
house that certainly looks as ifit had stood there for considerably 
more than half a century; at the present moment its bell-handles 
are broken relics, and the ridge tiles woulrl he the better for a little 
repair; but this house is No .. 10 Wellclosc Square. 

At Edwin Quckett's house, on 3 September 1839, seventeen 
microscopists met 'to take into consideration the propriety of forming a 
society for the promotion of microscopical investigation, and for the 
introduction and improvement of the "Microscope as a scientific 
instrument'. This initiative followed naturally upon a decade during 
which the microscope had undergone far-reaching improvements. In 
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18'.lO had appeared Joseph Jackson Lister's paper 'On the Improve
ment of Achromatic Compound :Microscopt'.s', in which he announced 
his work on lens systems that dramatically rrduced spherical aberra
tion. The publication in the Philosophical Tran.1ac/ions of the Royal Society 
was followed by the development of microscope objectives embodying 
Listrr's invention, and by other improvements in stand dr.sign and 
specimen preparation. The decision to found a society was the 
culmination ofrcgular informal meetings ofrnicroscopists instigated by 
Nathaniel \,\lard anclJames Scott Bowerbank. The Rev.J.B.Rcade in 
his Presidential Address to the Society in 1870 reported that, at one of 
these gatherings, Bowerbank made the now famous comment: 'God 
bless the Microscope; let us have a Society!'. 

Both :Bowerbank and vVard were among the seventeen founders, as 
were Lister himself, Reade, Corndius Varley, Andrew Ross, and 
George and Conrad Loddiges. It is interesting to note that Ward was a 
neighbour of Edwin Quekctt in '\'Vclldosc Square, living at No.7, and 
that other original members of the new Society whose homes were also 
in the Square were Edwin's brother, the Rev. William Quekctt at 
~o .. 'i7, Charles Foulger at N'o.46, and the entomologist, Edward 
:'\ewman at No.45. The seventeen members present at the originating 
meeting- were: 

The Rev.J.T. Bean, Mr (later Dr) JS. Bowerbank, Dr A. Farre, 
L\1cssrs. Francis, Greening, Jackson, Lister, G. Loddiges, 
C. Loddiges, E.J. Quekctt, the Rev J.B. Reade, Messrs. :M..J. Rip
pingham, A. Ross, R.H. Solly, C. Varley, N.B. \i\1ard, A. White. 

James Scott Bowerbank (1797-1877), who was elected President of 
the Society in 1846, was a Londoner, a partner in his father's dis till ery, 
and a lecturer on botany and human anatomy. He was elected a Fellow 
of the Royal Society in 1842, and published an important study on 
sponges: A Monograph uf the British Spongiadae, -1 vols (Ray Society, 
1864-82). He was notably active in learned societies, being a founder 
not only of the \1icroscopical Society, but also of the Paleontographical 
Society and of the Zoological Society. Bowerbank was an indefatigable 
entertainer oflike-minded friends, and AD.Michael tells the story that 
he kept by him a box of showy, striking slides that he called his 'goodness 
racious box'. Any visiting stranger who wished to use llowcrbank's 
microscopes was first shown slides from the box in order to discover 
whether his interest in microscopy were serious, or merely superficial. 
If the latter, he stayed with the 'goodness gracious box' all evening. 
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Dr Arthur Farrc (1811-1887), FRS, was the lirst Secretary of the 
new Society, and became President in 1850. He was a leading medical 
practitioner, who was a lecturer on comparative anatomy at St 
Bartholomew's Hospital, and later Professor of Obstetrics at King's 
College. The high proportion of medical men among the early members 
of the Society bears witness to the importance uf the improved, 
post-Lister microscope in all branches of medicine. 

A notable botanist, who was a member of the group at Edwin 
Quekett's house, was George William Francis ( 1800-1865), FLS. It is 
most likely that he came with the Loddiges, for he was apprenticed to 
their lirm. He emigrated to Australia in 1849, and became founder 
Director of the botanic garden at Adelaide. 

Elected the seventh President of the Society in 1852 was George 
Jackson (1792-1860), another of the founders. He was a Devonian, a 
farmer's son, who attended Ashburton grammar school, and trained as 
a surgeon. But it was as a mechanic and inventor that he made his 
name, and his skill was eventually used to make prototype microscopes, 
in cooperation with Lister. He also made thermometers, hydrometers, 
and barometers, devised a camera for himself: and produced photo
rnicrographs. 

Described as 'the pillar and source of the microscopy of the age', 
Joseph Jackson Lister (1786-1869) was a Quaker, and a wine
merchant by profession. Inevitably, his son, the great surgeon and 
pioneer of asepsis, has taken most of the glory of the family name. But 
Joseph .Jackson's contribution to the perfection of the objective lens 
systems of the microscope marks a spectacular turning-point in its 
development. His pioneer work took place between 1824 and the 
publication of his remarkable paper of 1830. In it, Lister reported that 
an achromatic combination of a negative flint-glass lens with a positive 
crown-glass lens has two aplanatic focal points. For all points between 
these foci the spherical aberration is over-corrected; for points outside, it 
is undercorrected. If, then, a doublet objective is formed that is 
composed of two sets of achromatic lens combinations, spherical 
aberration is avoided if the object is at the shorter aplanatic focus of the 
first lens pair, which then passes the rays on to the longer aplanatic 
focus of the second element. This design removed, for the first time, the 
fuzziness of the image caused both by chromatic and spherical 
aberrations and, in addition, nullified coma. The new principle 
elevated the making of microscope objectives from the traditional 
trial-and-error proced urc to a sci en ti fie one, and it continues as the 
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basis for the design of low-power objectives. As a result of this paper, 
Lister was elected a Fellow of the Royal Society on 2 February 1832. 

Lister began grinding and polishing lens in his own home. The result 
was, he said in a letter to Sir John Herschel, beyond his expectations: 

... without having ever before cut brass or ground more than a 
single surface of a piece of glass, I managed to make the tools and 
to manufacture a combination of three double object-glasses, 
without spoiling a lens or altering a curve, which fulfilled all the 
conditions I proposed for a pencil of 36 degrees. 

Some of Lister's optical lathe chucks, polishing sticks, and 
experimental lenses are still extant [382]. The optical instrument 
makers in London did not immediately adopt Lister's ideas when 
designing their objective~. ln 1837, however, he gave details for the 
construction of an objective of 1/8-inch focal length to Andrew Ross, 
while in 1840, he instructed James Smith in the techniques for 
constructing ¼-inch o~jectives, which were for a long time known as 
'Smith's quarters' among microscopists. Such new objectives, commer
cially available for the first time, turned the microscope into a serious 
scientific instrument, and it continued to develop rapidly until the 
1880s, when the limit ofresolution of the light microscope was reached. 

George and Conrad Loddiges were father and son.Joachim Conrad 
Loddiges ( L 738-1826) had come to England from Hanover, where he 
had worked as a gardener to King George II, and settled in Hackney, 
London. His sons, George and William, established a horticultural 
business that was said to rival Kew Gardens. George ( 1 786-1846) 
designed his own magnificent palm-house in Hackney, and published, 
between 181 7 and 1834, The Botanical Cabinet, with plates mostly drawn 
by himself. His botanical research involyed the use of the microscope, 
and led to his association with the other founders of the Society. George 
must have brought his young son, Conrad (1821-1865), to the 
founding meeting in \'Vellclose Square. 

The three Quekett brothers were resident in Wellclose Square, and 
were closely concerned with the new venture. The Rev. William 
Quekctt was immortalized as the original of Charles Dickens' sketch in 
Household Words, entitled 'vVhat a London Curate can do if he tries'. 
Edwin and his younger brother, John, were both surgeons and 
microscopists, and both died in middle age. Edwin (1808-1847) was a 
brilliant medical student, and practised medicine from his home, but 
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he. was best known as a lecturer in botany at the London Hospital 
medical school. Young John (1815-1861) was apprenticed to study 
medicine with Edwin and at the London Hospital, hut he made his 
reputation as a histologist, for he produced over sixteen thousand 
preparations for the histological collection of the Royal College of 
Surgeons, of whose Hunterian Museum he was assistant conservator. 
When- Richard Owen retired from control of the Museum, John 
Quekett succeeded him, and was also appointed Professor of Histology, 
as well as being elected a Fellow of the Royal Society shortly before his 
early death. John Quekett's Practical Treatise on the Ufe of the Microscope 
( 1848) went through three editions, and was translated into German. 
In his recent study ofJ ohn Quekett, Dr Brian Braccgirdle assessed the 
Treatise as the first major work on object preparation in any language, 
and praised it as thoroughly practical, and set out in a fully scientific 
manner (ProcRMS, 23, pt 3, 1988). Quekett's lifelong enthusiasm for 
the microscope is witnessed to by the story that, while still at school, he 
delivered a course oflecturcs on microscopy, using an instrument made 
out of a roasting jack, a parasol, and odd bits of brass from a marine 
store dealer. 

The Rev. Joseph Bancroft Reade (1801-1871) was a Cambridge 
graduate and a Fellow of the Royal Society, a founder of the 
Microscopical Society, and its fifteenth President. He was a pioneer in 
the use of the solar microscope, and an expert in photomicrography. 
The invention of photography had been announced at the beginning of 
the same year that the Society was founded, and Reade, working 
largely on photomicrographs, was one of the earliest to invent 
successful improvements of the new technique. His important con
tribution was the use of gallic acid, a chemical accellerator, which 
turned out to be the key to the httcnt image process afterwards 
perfected by Fox Talbot. interestingly enough, Talbot learned of 
Reade's ingredient from Andrew Ross, who at the time was making 
lenses for both men. Reade also invented an astronomical eyepiece that 
was entered at the Great Exhibition ofl851, as well as a hemispherical 
condenser l 354], and an illuminating prism [353]. 

Hugh Powell,James Smith, and Andrew Ross were the three leading 
London optical instrument makers who put into practical effect the 
transformation of the microscope brought about by Lister's lens 
research. Andrew Ross (1798-1859), who was among the seventeen 
founders of the Society, worked initially in Clerkenwell. In 18'.17, he 
took premises at 33 Regent Street, Piccadilly, and began signing his 
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products 'Andw. Ross & Co', the 'company' indicating his association 
with Lister, who probably financed Ross's move to the West End. For 
the six years following his move, Ross worked closely with Lister, 
making lenses to his specification. Ross invented and published details 
of a correction collar for use with high-power objectives. That he knew 
a great deal about lens systems for the microscope is proved by his 
lengthy article on the subject in The Penny Cyclopaedia of the Society for the 
Diffusion ~f Useful Knowledge (1839). 

Another botanist, whose specialism was plant physiology, was 
Richard Horsman Solly (1778-1858), already at the time of the 
meeting in 1839 both a Fellow of the Royal Society and of the Linnean 
Society. Solly served for several years as a member of the Council of the 
Microscopical Society ofLondon. 

Cornelius Varley (1781-1873) was that unusual combination, a 
professional artist who was deeply interested in science. His scicn tific 
knowledge came from his uncle, who adopted him at the age of ten. 
Samuel Varley was a London jeweller, clockmaker, and instrument
rnaker, who gave lectures on experimental philosophy, and founded the 
Chemical and Philosophical Society. Cornelius bernme a successful 
watcr-colourist, but maintained his connections with science, for he 

'worked with Andrew Pritchard on the development of a diamond lens 
for the microscope, and invented and patented a graphic telescope 
r 402, 403J. 

The first Treasurer of the Society, as well as one of the seventeen 
founders, was Nathaniel Bagshaw Ward (1791-1862). Ward combined 
the two main professional strands in the new Society, medicine and 
botany, for he practised as a doctor in Wcllclose Square, but is chiefly 
remembered for his invention of the ,vardian Case, which provided a 
safe means of transporting live plants over great distances, and also of 
growing ferns and mosses successfully within an ordinary house. 

The last of the seventeen founders who can be identified was Adam 
White ( 1817-18 78), a Scotsman and Fellow of the Linnean Society, 
who worked in the Zoological Department of the British Museum. 

The immediate result of the meeting on 3 September 18'.19 was a 
resolution that a Microscopical Society should be formed, and the 
appointment of a provisional committee to carry the resolution into 
effect. This consisted of Bowerbank, Lister, G. Loddiges, K Quekett, 
Reade, Solly, and Ward. The formal account of the reasons for setting 
up the Society formulates the need it was designed to meet, in elegant 
Victorian prose: 
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For smne years past, severa l o l' the mclropolita11 1n icroscopical 
observers have been in Lhr h a bi r or occ:asionaJly rnctt.ing in 1:ach 
other'~; houses, fo r the purpose orcompariuf{ tbc p owers arHl o lber 
merits nr diffi.:n:nl m icrnscopc~., or rcs1i11g tlic accuracy ol' each 
oiher's o bservat ions or minute objecb a nd struCLure, - and of 
SLtbmiu ing clo11b1.ful and obscure micn.1~.;copical phenonH:na to 

instruments of diffr:rent co11st!'llctiorts. 
But wh ile the bendi.t and pleasure arising out of Ll1esc casual 

associat ious were acknowledged by a ll who p,H·ticipatcd in th em , 
t lw inconv<·ni1~ncr: of ltaving- no f'ixecl or Cl'ntral place of rrn:etini;, 
and the inadequacy of' most private residences to accornrnndarc 
the increasing- numbers o f rhc lovers oftl1c micros<'ope, desirous of 
j oining su ch an association, began to be severely felt; a nd thus t lie 
des ig n of instituting a Society for the adva ncement ofche scic11ce 
ol' th e microscope, originated as the legitimate consequen ce or rlie 
exigencies or the m ieroscopical invest ig;ator, and not as a secession 
from, nr su bdivision of, any previously <:onstin11r.rl scient ific body. 

Tltc final sentCJl('C of this quota tion alludes to a problem that ofrc11 
arises wit li a new learned society, namely, th e fear that ii will draw o ff 
mcmhers, and perhap~ more im portantly, papers frorn old er bodies. 
This !ear ,vas ,tClually nfrrred to by Professor Richa rd Owen in the 
fi rst Presidential Address, and dismissed as 'cnt in~ly p;rournlles~ '. The 
111ajor ity ol' papers prcscu tecl to the new Society were :-1 rictly co11c:erned 
with the improvement or use of the microscope, or 'the direct. and 
legitima te offspring of the stinrnlus to microscopic r r.searchcs res ulting 
from our JH'esent as::;ociarion'. The body most directly affrct.ccl must: 
,<;urely have bt>en the Linnean Society, since so many o l" lhe M ic.rnsco
pical Socicry's early members wen: Fellows ol'lhf:' Linncan. In fa.ct, the 
t"vo societies have contirnwd to thrive lo rhis day. 

Hu t lhis is to digress from the founding of the Society. The committee 
set up 011 '.1 September d rew up a const.11.ution, a nd chose the name 'The 
:Vlicroscop ical Socicly of London' . The suffix -al was added at the 
behest of the: Rev.J. B. Read e) to prevent, as h e recounted in his 
Presidential Address, ' the possibilil y or oursclve!; being mistak<:n for 
microscopic objects'. A public meeting- was planned, to be held iu r.he 
rooms of the llorlicultural Society, 21 R egent Street, on 20 December 
1839, At this meeting, Profrs::;or Richard Owen took t.he cha ir and was 
elected President, while \Vard l,c~came T rrasurer, and Fa rrc Scc:retary. 
Forty-five men inscribed their names as original mem bers, and i t was 
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i\nliur Ltrre (1811-1887), Pn·sirlmt IWiO-.-ll, phorographcrl in rn:-1!). Ir is 
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resolved that all who joined before 29 January 1840 should also be 
considered original members. In the early membership lists, these 
names are asterisked. A Council was appointed, consisting- of the 
following: 

J.S. Bowerbank, Thomas Edwards, Dr F. Farre, G. Gwilt, 
George Jackson, Dr John Lindley, George Loddiges, the Rev. 
C. Pritchard, Edwin Quckett, M..J. Rippingham, R.H. Solly, 
Robert Warrington. 

The new Society's constitution began with a definition of the 
'Objects of the Society': 

The Microscopical Society of London is constituted for the 
promotion and diffusion of improvements in the optical and 
mechanical c:onstruction, and in the mode of application, of the 
m1croscope:-
For the communication and discussion of observations and 
discoveries tending to such improvements, or relating to subjects 
of microscopical obscrvations:-
For the exhibition of new or interesting microscopical objects and 
preparations, and for the formation of an arranged collection of 
such objccts:-
For affording the opportunity and the means of submitting 
difficult and obscure microscopical phenomena to the test of 
instruments of difkrcnt powers and construction:-
For the establishment of a Library of standard Microscopical 
Works. 

The running of the Society is then described. There shall he ordinary 
members, honorary members, and associates (see Appendix 4). The 
ordinary members are required to pay an admission fee of one guinea, 
and an annual subscription of the same sum. They have the option of 
'compounding for their future annual subscriptions', that is, taking out 
life membership, for the sum of ten guineas. Ordinary members are 
entitled to attend all meetings, to make use of the Society's library and 
collection, and to bring one visitor to any meeting. Honorary members 
are to number no more than twenty, and must be resident outside Great 
Britain. Associates and honorary members pay no fees, and cannot 
propose candidates for membership, vote, or introduce visitors. More 
than two years' arrears of subscription shall lead to public announce
ment of the member's name, and ifhc fails to pay within three months, 
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he is liable for removal from the members list. This step is taken by 
resolution of the Council, public notice, and a two-thirds majority. 

Apart from the Anniversary (ie. Annual) Meeting to be held in 
February, regular monthly ordinary meetings of the Society are to be 
held, with admission of members at 7 pm, formal business al 8 pm to 
include elections by ballot, and the reading and discussion of scientific 
papers. From 9 pm, an informal 'conversazione' will follow. The 
constitution also provided for the vetting by Council of all scientific 
papers submitted; the occasional publication of a selection of papers as 
The Transactions of the Microscopical Society of London, to be available for 
sale to the public, and to members at a reduced price; the establishment 
of a lending library; and the use by members at meetings only of a 
collection of microscopic objects. 

The Council of the Society, charged with the duty of conducting its 
business, is to comprise, b_esides the President, Secretary, and 
Treasurer, twelve members (live forming a quorum), of whom four are 
to retire each year, to be replaced by four new members elected at the 
December ~eeting. The Council is to hold its meetings on the same day 
as ordinary meetings of the members. The officers are to elected 
annually by ballot, with the exception of members of the Council not 
due to go out of office under the rotation system. The President is to be 
eligible to serve for only two successive years. 

The final act of the provisional committee was both .eminently 
practical and of long-term significance. It decided that the dimensions 
of the glass slips used by members to mount specimens should he fixed 
at 3 inches by one inch, and 3 inches by one-and-a-half inches. Because 
of the influence exerted by the Microscopical Society, the first of these 
standards, 3xl inch, was gradually adopted throughout the microscope 
trade, a valuable piece of standardization still current today. In lip.e 
with this practical approach, the first purchase by the Society was a 
cutting board and diamond cutter for making glass slides. 

In the months between the founding public meeting in December 
1839, and the first An~iversary Meeting in February 1841, there was 
much to be done an1 decided. The Horticultural Hall was settled upon 
as the regular venue for meetings, at an annual charge of £20. The 
problem of publishing papers read at meetings was usefully solved in 
January 1841, when Daniel Cooper submitted to the Council the 
prowectus of a proposed Microscopic journal, to be edited by himself, and 
printed by John Van Voorst of Paternoster Row, in: which abstracts of 
papers delivered to the Society could be printed. This was seen as an 
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excellent solution 10 the difficulty of fulfil.ling the rnnstit1nio11,il 
requirement to pubJish, and J\.fr Cooper\ proposal w,1s ;1n:cpt<'d (see 
Appendix b). 

Danif'l Cooper was the son of.J.T.Cooper, a well--kno,vn clwn1ical 
lecturer, who 1va.s onf'. oCthe first publicly to use oxy-bvdrogcn ligli1 in 
place or sunlight to create public spectacles of microscopic clkct'i. 
Daniel ~111dkd medicine, and became ,rn army surg-con, tl1011gl1 his 
intr:rf.Sl~ remained scientific and literary. He founded the Botanical 
Socieiv of' London, delivered botanical lfcturcs, and ,-vorkcd a~ ,rn 
assistant in the "\atural Hisrnry department of the British ~luscum. As 
wfll as fou11ding 1.he Jiirrosto/!itjournaf and Struc/ura/ Record in 18;1 l, lie 
had (·:arlicTJTnll)ddlcd and cditul mn_[!,l~y:r U.1(/1dJ<11owLec~{!,e, and all this 
wa~ ;1cliicved lwfin·(· hi~; early death ,lt tl1c agf' of lwf',nty-six. Since 
Cooper died in I 8,1), Thr A-li1:m.1rnfrir Jo11rn11l ;1pp<-,ued for only two 
yc:n·s, the second year under the joint n1itmship of' C(:rng(': Busk, of 

whom more Liter. :\'cvcrthclcss, the journal gave an <·xcclkll!. st.art to 
tbe proceedings of the \.Jicrosropical Society of I .ondon, being well 
printed ai1Cl illustratccl, and including cxtructs from scvcr;il f<.ircig11 
periodicah. The volume for tn41 contained '.!00 pages, and thar lor 
11!4'.2, '.l70 pages, plus plates. 

In the comsf'. of its first year, the Society began to acquire books, the 
Cir~t purchase being a treatise, with atlas and 64 coloured copperplates, 
by C, C. Ehrcrrlwrg, Dir illjiuionstflierchm aL.i ~olkommene Orp,(11/ismen 
( 18:W), which cost .Cl 3. !0s. The purchase of microscopes for the use of 
members was also cm1sidcred, a11d at the Council meeting on 21 
October 1840, ir ,vas 'resolved that cstirnat(:S he obtained Crom :vlessrs. 
Ross, Powell, and Smith scvcrall y for c:ornpournl microscopes or 
firstratc quality, The estimates to specif\, the cost of'tl1c instntrnent; or 
what it is to consist; and \-Vithin what period of' 1irnc the: rnakc'.r will 
undertake to furnish the same.' A sub-committee co11sidcred t!rf'. 
estimates, but in the first year a stand only was acquired, p1-csunrahly 
for lack of fonds. The consiclcrabk sum of£23. ls. l d, had to be spent on 
printing and stationery as the Society got under way. A.nothcr 
sub-committee was put to work to draw up by-hnvs for the Society, and 
these, when approved, were printecl,tog·ether with a list of rncm bcrs, for 
distribution at 1he First Anniversary :\.-leeting·, held at '.21 Regent Street 
011 l:i February 1841. 

The chair wa~ 1akc11 al this rn<Tting, as i1 had been at the iuaugural 
public rrwc:ting;, by Ri cl 1ard (I at.er Sir Richanlj ( )wen ( l 804- I 8q2), the 
Soci('ty's lirst President. At this time, Owen was in his thirties, !mt 
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already a Fellow of the Royal Society, lecturer on comparative anatomy 
at St Bartholomew's Hospital, and Huntcrian Professor at the Royal 
College of Surgeons. He had just completed his catalogue, in five 
volumes, of the physiological specimens in the Hunterian collection, 
and had begun his major work on odontography. He was closely 
involved in the Great Exhibition of 1851, and the Paris Exhibition of 
1855. As Superintendent of the natural history collections of the British 
Museum from 1856 to 1883, he oversaw their rehousing; at South 
Kensington. Owen was one of the great figures of the Victorian age, 
with a brilliant intellect, and a personality that made him a public 
figure at an early age. He was granted a Civil List pension at the age of 
thirty-eight, and ten years later, Queen Victoria made available to him 
Sheen Lodge, Richmond Park, for he enjoyed dose contact with the 
royal family. He worked with the Prince Consort on plans for the Great 
Exhibition, and lectured to the royal children. His output of published 
works was prodigious, and he was regarded as the leading anatomist 
and naturalist of the time, only eclipsed in his final years by Charles 
Darwin. Yet his career was a stormy one, for he was intolerant of any 
rivals, and attacked them mercilessly. Owen's support for the newly
founded Microscopical Society of London was given with characteristic 
energy and commitment, and was valuable because of his prestige. He 
paid tribute to the Society in his Presidential Address to the Leeds 
meeting of the British Association in 1858: 

The microscope is an indispensible instrument in embryological 
and histological researches, as also in reference to that vast swarm 
of animalcules which are too minute for ordinary vision. I can here 
do little more than allude to the sytcmatic direction now given to 
the application of the microscope to particular tissues and 
particular classes due in this country to the counsels and example 
of the Microscopical Society of London. 

The meeting of 15 February began with the report of Council, 
announcing that the membership stood at 177, and that, in the course 
of the year, 18 papers had been read at meetings. The auditors' report 
revealed that the Society had a balance of £290. l .">s.3d. Profesor Owen 
then delivered his Address, devoting a large part ofit to a survey of the 
papers presented during the year. He divided these into four categories: 

I Papers relating- to the Improvements of the Microscope itself 
JI Microscopical Observations connected with Botany and 
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Vegetable Physiology 
III Microscopical Observations connected with Zoology and 

Animal Physiology 
IV Application of the Microscope to Paleontology and Geology 

Among the contributors singled out by Owen for mention were: 
George Jackson and Andrew Ross on the instrument itself; Edwin 
Quekett, Arthur Farre, and John Lindley on botanical topics; JS. 
Bowerbank, John Dalrymple and C.G. Vernon Harcourt on zoology; 
Bowerbank again, and Samuel Leonard on fossils. 

The Microscopical Society of London was thus launched, with 
notable success. Its membership included twenty-two Fellows of the 
Royal Society, among them the then President, the Marquis of 
Northampton, leading academics and instrument makers, and a 
particularly representative group of medical men and botanists. It was 
clear by the time of the First Anniversary that there was no lack of 
enthusiasm to attend meetings and deliver papers. Microscopy was 
beginning to forge links between practitioners in an increasing number 
of branches of science, giving the Society social and intellectual variety 
and stimulus. 
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The First Twenty-five Years 

In the months following.the First Anniversary there ,vas discussion as 
to whether a librarian and curator should be appointed, and the 
candidate most favoured was John Quekctt. In the event, no such post 
was ere a ted, but inJ une 1811, Quekett took over from Arthur Farre as 
Secretary, and became the mainstay of the Society for the next twenty 
years. During this period, he read seventeen papers at meetings that 
were published in the Tranraction.s, as well as making many more 
informal contributions. He was, above all, an accomplished microscop
ist, and his attributes were appropriately described by R.J.Farrants in 
his Presidential Address for 1861, the year or Quekct.t's death: 

He was thoroughly familiar with the practical use of the 
instrument, dextrous and delicate in manipulation, singularly 
skilful in preparing oqjects for examination, diligent and patient 
in research, sagacious and cautious in interpreting the phe
nomena the microscope revealed - above all, he was honest and 
candid in recording his observations. 

The importance to the Society of possessing first-class microscopes 
for the use of members was recognized from the foundation by the 
appointment of a sub-committee of the Council to inquire into ordering 
a microscope from each of the three leading London makers, Powell 
ll18J, Ross, and Smith l171j. In his second Presidential Address, 
Professor Owen was able to report that the three microscopes had been 
ordered, and those from Powell and Smith delivered, In the same 
Address, reference was made to one of the perennial concerns or 
Victorian microscopists, the need to minimize vibration when using 
high-power oqjectives. It was reported that arrangements were in hand 
'to have fixed tablets l sic J inserted in the wall to afford a support to the 
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microscope'. Thr Council of the Horticultural Society had given 
permission for d1Fse to be set up in the meeting room. 

Owen's successor as President, taking office in 1842, was Professor 
John Lindley (l 799-1865), a leading botanist, who held the chair of 
botany at lJniversity College, London, for thirty-one years. When his 
father, a nurseryman near ~on-vich, failerl in business, youn!!; Lindley 
came to London at the age of twenty, and obtained work with Sir 
Joseph Banks at the Royal Society as an assistant librarian. His first 
pu blic:a tion, dating from 1819, the year of his arrival in London, was a 
translation of Richard's Ana£yse du.fruit that took him only three days of 
concentrated work. Predictably, this was the first of a long series of 
botanical books, of which the chief was The Vegetable Kingdom of 1846. 
He was elected a Fellow of the Royal Society in 1828, and was awarded 
its Royal Medal in 185 7. In his first Presidential Address, Lindley 
reported the death at the age of twenty-six of Daniel Cooper, the 
founder Editor of The Aficroscopicjournal and Structural Record, which was 
to have been the vehicle for publishing the Society's Transactions, This 
left the Society once again facing the problem of publication with its 
f-inancial implications. It was decided that publication should be on an 
occasional basis. Tn the autumn of 1844, the first volume of The 
Transactions uf the }dicroscopical Society qf London appeared, consisting of 
twenty-three papers read at ordinary meetings during the years 1840 to 
1843. Volume 2, published in 1849, contained twenty-seven papers 
delivered between March 1811 and December 1848, while volume'.-), of 
1851, published thirty-one papers given between January 1817 and 
May 1851. The comparatively infrequent appearance of published 
papers was seen to be affecting the status of the Society, since members 
were finding it more satisfactory to use the journals of other bodies that 
appeared more frequently. At the Tenth Anniversary meeting in 1850, 
the President, George Busk, said: 

Our meetings and discussions, the exhibition of objects and the 
pleasing interchange of thoughts and observations these meetings 
afford, are all useful, agreeable, and instructive; but in the eyes of 
the world we shall be judged hy our published works; and it is 
therefore to uphold the high character of our Society that I have 
brought this matter of its Transactions so prominently before you. 

Following this criticism, a new attempt was made to incorporate the 
Transactions in a regularly published journal. Edwin Lankcster and 
George Busk himself undertook to edit for the publisher, Samuel 
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Highley, The Quarterly Journal of Microscopical Science, which was to 
include as an integral part, but with separate pagination, the Transac
lionJ q/lhe Microscopical Society of London. Mcm bers of the Society were to 
receive the combined quarterly issues free of charge. The first volume, 
published in 18.'13, also contained an important illustrative innovation. 
A paper by Joseph Delves entitled 'On the Application of photography 
to the Representation of IVlicroscopic Objects', was illustrated by two 
micrographs printed on albumen paper and bound into the volume. 
This is almost certainly the first appearance of a micrograph in a 
scientific journal. The publication of this volume also began a 
connection with the printer, William Clowes, which continued with 
only a short break between 18."i7 and 1868, until the end of 1975 (see 
Appendix 6). 

One of the reasons for the infrequent publication of papers in the 
early years of the Society was shortage of funds. Membership-and the 
Society relied for its income on subscriptiom - did not increase rapidly. 
It was not until 185'.{ that the figure of 200 members was reached, and 
in 1849 rnemhership dropped as low as 143. Such fluctuations were by 
no means unusual in the early years of a society, but it is clear that 
George Busk was entirely justified in seeing frequency of publication as 
crucial. Between 1850, when he made his comments on this topic, and 
1854, membership rose from 153 to 228. 

Through the 1840s, the Society's Presidents continued to be leading 
figures in botany or in medicine. Lindlcy's successor was Thomas Bell 
( I 792-1880), Professor of Zoology at King's College, an anatomist and 
a specialist in dentistry. He also wrote on fossils, and was a Fellow, and 
for a period a Secretary of the Royal Society. In retirement, he moved to 
Selborne in Hampshire, and in 1877 published a new edition of Gilbert 
White's great work. In his Presidential Address of 1845, he urged tbe 
more extended use of the microscope in pathology: 

On reviewing the list [ of papers J, I cannot but regret that we have 
not a single record of any investigation in the department to 
which, of all others, I should be inclined to give the palm of real 
utility; I mean the morbid changes of structure- those alterations 
which occur in the passage from health to disease, the distinctions 
between simple and malignant diseases, and other matters of the 
same kind, which we can alone hope to determine by means of the 
microscope. 

Bell's successor as President was James Scott Bowerbank, whose 
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dose associat10n with the Society's foundalion has already been 
described. Tn his Address in February 1847, Bowerbank reported on 
the progress in the manufacture of microscopes in the preceding 
decade: 

In the month of January, 1830, Mr Lister published his valuable 
paper 'On the improvements of Achromatic Compound ~icro
scopcs', and upon the principles there enunciated have been 
founded nearly the whole of the great modern improvements of 
the instrument, effected by Messrs. Powell, Ross and Smith .... 
Since the year 18%, there have been 721 of these beautiful 
instruments constructed by our three great makers, beside 
numerous adaptations of modern achromatic combinations to old 
instruments; and during the past year 99 achromatic microscopes 
have been made and disposed of by the same parties. Some of 
these have been sent to lndia, to America, and to other distant 
parts of the world, but by far the greater number have passed into 
the hands of members of the medical profession, to whom they 
have now become almost as necessary as the scalpel and the 
lancet. 

The annual number of rnicrnscopr,s sold by the leading makers 
continued to be referred to by Presidents at intervals, and showed a 
steady increase. In 1852, the figure was 179 microscopes sold, while in 
18.">7 this had risen to '.18:'i. 

It may well be that this success was in part attributable to an 
interesting fact reported by George Busk in his Address of 1849, 
namely, that optical glass ufbigh quality was at last being produced not 
only on the Continent, from where it had to be imported by the London 
optical instrument makers, but in Rri tain, notably by Mr-ssrs Chance of 
Birmingham. This innovation was said to be the result of the 1848 
revolution in France that had led to the emigration of French glass
workers to England. 

George Busk (1807-1886), whose Presidency concluded the first ten 
years of the Society, was, like Bell, a surgeon, who spent the first years 
of his career as a naval doctor on the hospital ship Dreadnought. He 
became President of the Royal College of Surgeons in 1871, and also 
worked extensively in paleontology, helping- as many other members 
of the Society did - with the work of describing and classifying the 
specimens brought back from the many scientific voyages of the time. 
Many ofhis papers were published in the Society's Transactions, and he 
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was editor not only of the ill-fated 1\1icroscopic journal, hut also, as 
already stated, of the Quarterly Journal ef i\tlicroscopical Science. 

In the years 1853 and 1854, the Society faced something of a crisis. 
Its budget had been eroded by publication costs, and the Horticultural 
Society, until then the most accommodating of hosts, suddenly 
proposed a rent increase of£ IO a year. The Council attempted to keep 
the rt>nt at the original figure by discontinuing use of the rooms during 
the day. But the Horticultural Society proved adamant, so a move was 
decided upon to the premises of the Chemical Society in Cavendish 
Square, where what were described as 'very eligible rooms, with light 
and fire' were offered for the accustomed rent of [20 a year. In 1854, 
however, the eligible rooms had been found in practice to be 
inconvenient, and the Society was back in Regent Street again. 

It may have been because of problems over accommodation that a 
major scientific event the subject of which was 'the wonders of the 
microscope' was held on l l April 1855, not under the immediate 
,wspices of the Society, but those of the Society of Apothecaries uf 
London, whose Master at that time was Nathaniel \Vard. The 
Council-chamber in Blackfriars was hung with drawings and diagrams 
from the collections of such Microscopical Society notables as Quekett, 
and on tables over 100 microscopes were displayed, as well as the 
Peters machine for microscopic writing [ 430]. Mr Glaishcr contri
buted a special exhibition of his photographs of snow crystals, one of 
which was eventually chosen as the badge of the Society after the 
Charter had been granted in 1866. The occasion was enjoyed by a 
company of over fiOU, and was reported fully in the Illustrated London 
News of 28 April. The accompanying illustration vividly portrays the 
'scientific conversazione' in full swing, the loaded tables, earnest 
observers, and, in pride of place, the original vVardian Case from 
·wdlclose Square. In all but name, this was a Microscopical Society 
event- even the floral decorations were supplied by George Loddiges. 

The Microscopical Society's requirements in premises had 
expanded over the years, so the increase in rent by the Horticultural 
Society was not unreasonable. lVlonthly meetings were customary, at 
first on a fixed vVcdncsday each month, but later, on a \Vednesday 
arranged by the Council to avoid clashes with the meetings of other 
societies. The months of.July, August, and September were regarded as 
the summer recess, and no meetings were held. From 181-1, the 
meeting-rooms were open during one day a week, when Mr Leonard 
was to be in attendance 'to assist Gentlemen in microscopic investiga-
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11 'Scit'.ntific Conversazione at Apothecaries' Hall', from the llluslm/erf l.onrfon A'erm, 
28 April lll5'i. 

lions, and to draw either upon stone or paper for the use of the Society'. 
ln the recess, Mr Leonard was to continue his drawing, and to look 
after the cabinet, for the sum of £30 a year. Both the cabinet, or 
collection of slides, and the library grew steadily by gifl: or purchasr, 
and these had to be given house-room. The Society itself paid for 
improvements, such as tables for the microscopes, a bookcase, and gas 
lighting in place of the original Argand lamps. In October 1812, the 
Council had determined 'that a soiree should be held on the night of the 
Anniversary Meeting, and that the expense should be borne by the 
Society, and that the meeting should be the only one held during the 
month of February'. 

The high point of the annual soirees must surely have been reached 
in 1859, when the lease on the Horticultural Society's premises had 
expired. An attempt was madr by the Council of the Microscopical 
Society to secure free accommodation in Burlington House, Piccadilly, 
within th!". rooms of one or other of the learned societies lucky enoug·h to 
be granted a home there. But thi8 proved unavailing, and eventually 
King's College provided the next base for the Society. But before this 
move was made, 'the extensive rooms of the Museum at South 
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Kensington' [now the Victoria & Albert Museum] were used for the 
annual soiree, 'one of the largest meetings of its kind that had ever been 
seen in the metropolis.' The description of the event by the President, 
Edwin Lankester, in his 1860 Address, continues: 

About three thousand persons were present, and the display of 
microscopes and their accessory apparatus was such as bad never 
been got together before. Upwards of three hundred microscopes, 
exhibiting all the forms and applications of the instrument, were 
displayed. 

And all this, the President announced with justifiable pride, had 
been managed without any loss to the Society's funds; indeed, a small 
profit had been made. The move to King's College proved much 
happier than that to the Chemical Society, and King's provided its 
great hall for another soiree attended by over 700 people two years 
later. 

These triumphs followed a period in the mid-fifties when the Society 
was at a low ebb. In 1856, only two papers were offered for publication, 
and the then President was critical of members in his Address. Since he 
was William Benjamin Carpenter (1813-1885), already a leading 
medical man, and about to publish the best-selling The Microscope and itJ 
Revelations that ran through eight edit.ions between 1856 and 1901, his 
comments would have been taken seriously. Carpenter studied medi
cine in his home city of Bristol, and in London, and then moved to 
Edinburgh :Medical School to do research in physiology. He never 
practised medicine, but achieved a considerable reputation as a 
lecturer and scientific writer. He was one of the last examples of the 
universal naturalist, for, as well as his important contribution to 
physiology - his major work, The Principles of General and Comparative 
Physiology (1839), was considered the first English book to contain a 
satisfactory conception of the science of biology - he did significant 
work in zoology, geology, marine physics, and microscopy. He gave up 
his many lecturerships in 1856 to become Registrar of London 
University, a post he filled until 1879, when he was awarded a CB for 
his services in the major development of the university. 

George Shadbolt, President for 1856 and 1857, was one of the few to 
huld the office who had not achieved academic or literary distinction. 
He was, however, a contributor to the Transactions, and an enthusiastic 
microscopist, well liked by bis fellow members. It was during his period 
of office that a sub-committee was set up to report on the best form of 
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universal attachment of the object glass to the body of a compound 
microscope. The report was duly made in November 1857, and the 
gauges for what came to be called 'the universal screw' were made by 
Whitworth. The provision of standards designed to make easier the use 
of the microscope has been an important function of the Society 
throughout its existence. The first step was the standardization of the 
size of the glass preparation slide at 3 x l inch. This second initiative 
gradually made it possible to interchang-e objectives between micro
scopes made by different makers. 

In his second Presidential Address, Shad bolt expressed concern over 
the comparatively small collection of slides possessed by the Society -
only 351 at the time. He recommended that someone should volunteer 
to be 'an asker-general', prepared to add to the Society's cabinet by 
direct requests to the members to contribute slides. As is often the case, 
this appeal provoked a steady increase in donations to the cabinet, the 
contents of which increased to 663 in 1860, to 882 in 1862, and to 1,100 
in 186'.1. In 1861, the cabinet was put into order, and next year a cabinet 
committee was set up, the President giving an analysis of the Society's 
holding of slides, and indicating where additions would he specially 
welcome. 

The Society had always set considerable store by its library, and 
purchases and gifts are regularly recorded from the first year. Under 
the Presidency of Edwin Lankester (1814-1874), it was decided that 
the library needed to be ordered, and its control placed in the care of a 
library committee. In 1859, it was reported that the sale of back 
numbers of the Transactions had brought in some funds to be used for 
binding journals and making new purchases. A 20-pagc Catalogue of the 
Books in the Library of the Microscopical Society of London was produced, 
which was also distributed with the journal. In 1862, it was reported by 
the library committee that the library contained 275 volumes, and 'now 
comprises nearly all the works on the microscope published from 1663 
t? the present time'. 

Edwin Lankcstcr's interest in the library was to be expected, for he 
was joint editor of the Quarterly Journal of Microscopical Science from 1853 
to 1871, working first with George Busk, and later with his son, Edwin 
Ray Lankester. The father was both a medical man and a botanist, 
secretary for many years of the Ray Society, and editor of the 
Correspondence qf Jahn Ray. He made important contributions !O the 
study of public health, and was for twenty years medical officer of 
health for the parish of St J ames's, Westminster. 
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Lankest er was succeeded as President by John Quckctt, the Society's 
indefatigable Secretary, who was elected when in such poor health that 
he was unablr to he present at any ordinary meetings, and could only 
deliver one Presidential Address. After his single year in office, he was 
followed by Robert.James Farran ts ( 1810-1870), a .,killed microscopist 
\vho also published in the Tran,ar,tion.s on the remarkable Peters 
machine for microscopic ·writing that was given to the Society at the 
Annual Meeting in 1862 by its inventor, and is still in its possession 
[ 430]. Farran ts commented: 

Herc perhaps l may be allowed a short digression, to say a few 
words on the munificent gifr of Mr Peters, presented to the Society 
this evening - the machine frJr microscopic writing, and ·with il 
Ibbetson's geometrical chur.k. The money value of these instru
ments is considerable, the chuck alone, I am informed, cost l1fly 
guineas, and on the writing machine Mr Peters expended 
upwards of one hundred guineas, exclusive of the cost of deaning 
and embellishing before presenting it to the Society, exclusive also 
of the handsome stand, mahogany table and glass case, which arc 
now before you. 

Farrants also commented that the Society's four microscopes - one the 
gift or the late Edwin Quekett 1172], and the olhn three bought from 
the leading makers - were in need of modernization, but that this had 
not been done frir lack of funds. The Powell & Lcalanrl microscope 
r118] had, however, been fitted with a ,vrnham binocular tube, and 
this was a step in the right direction. He continued: 

Some curious old instruments, valuable as illustrating the history 
and progress or construction of the microscope, have been 
purchased. The most important of these is the remarkable 
instrument made by Ber~amin Martin, and so highly prized by 
the late Professor Quekett. 

The Council had authorized the Secretary to bid for the microscope 
at the 1861 sale ofj ohn Quekett's scientific effects, up to the sum of £21 
(in the event it cost £15.l.5s. [28]), and the library committee Lo buy 
books to the value of £20. This was agreed, but it was thought that the 
Society itself could not afford this expenditure, and so the money was to 
be raised by private subscription. An extension of this idea was to use 
private.; funding to provide a medal, to be called the Quekett Medal, 
which should be given from Lime to time to members who had best 
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12 Robert.James Farrants (1810-1870), President 18Gl-G2, with the machine for 
microscopical writing invrntr-d by \'\1illiarn Peters. Photograph taken in l ll55. The 
motcl1ine was prcscntrd in 1862; see Turner, 'Jrie Great 111;e ~f the MfrruS<ope (1989), 
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p rnmoted microscopical science . By l863, the fund was raised, and a 
com mi ltee was appointed to a rrange for a medal to be struck, and for i ls 
annual awa rd , thoug h this was no longer to be restricted lo members of 
thr Society. A change or plan was proposed in J anuary 1864 hy 
Carpenter, who s uggested that the medal should be awarded for the 
best cheap microscope. This idea was accepted , but in the event no 
award was made, though three silver medals were struck. The problem 
arose over the winner in the three classes of compound microscope, who 
was 1101 prepared to supply microscopes as good a s those he entered for 
the competition at the given price to the public, which led to his 
disqualification. 

The m edals were placed in the Society's safe, and nothing further 
happened until 1874, when the suggestion was made that the Queketl 
M edal should be given annually to a guest lecturer. T he first QuekcLt 
Lecture was given in April 1877 by Sir John Lubbock, FRS, MP, with 
the title 'On Some Points in the Anatomy of"Ants', and a bronze medal 
was p resented . But in following years it p roved difficult to find suitable 
lecturers, and the decision was taken to spend part of the fund on books, 
and to invest the rest for future library purchases. The second (and last) 
Quekett Lecture was eventually delivered a lmost a hundred years after 
the first, on 11 November, 1971, by Gerard L 'E. T urner, who was then 
H on. Secretary. T he tit le of the Lecture was 'Micrographia historiea: 
T he Stud y of the H istory of the Microscope' (ProcRMS, 7, pt 2, 1972). 

In his second Presidential Address, F arrants expressed satisfaction 
over the stead ily rising membership, and rem arked: 

lt is gratifying to find that the number of m embers suffers no 
diminution, notwithstanding the establishment of numerous 
provincial societies with similar objects Lo our own. The existence 
in full activity of the Microscopical Societies of Bradford, H ull, 
Manchester, Newcastle-on-T yne, and Southampton, is known to 
us by their proceedings published in the Microscopical Journal. 

He was also able to report that T hom as Ross had offered to present to 
the Society one of his best microscopes, to replace the original 
instrument made for it by his late father, Andrew Ross. 

The new Ross microscope [152] was d uly delivered the following 
year, and acknowledged by the next President, Charles Brooke ( 1804--
1879), FRS, who also reported that new ol~jectives had been ordered 
from Powell & Lealand [139], and Smith, Beck & Beck, so that 'the 
instrumental means at the present disposal of the Society are the best 
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13 James Glaisher (1809-190'.1), first Presicfrnt of the Royal Microscopical Society, 

1865-68. From a phutogrnph by .J.Mayall Jnr. 

that can be obtained.' Brooke was a Cambridge graduate, a leading 
surgeon, and a meteorologist, who invented self-recording instruments 
adopted for use in the Greenwich and Paris Observatories, for which he 
received a Council medal at the Great Exhibition of 1851. Charles 
Brooke had a second term of office as President of the Society, in 1873 
and 1874. 
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Brooke's successor held office for four years, and they proved to be 
momentous years for lhe Society. J ames G laisher ( 1809-1 90~), FR.S, 
was not, as he admitted in his first Presidential Address, primarily a 
microscopist, bul he was a truly remarkable man, and the Society owes 
him a deep debt for taking it successfully through the petitions to obtain 
a Royal Charter. Glai.sher was born in the East End of London, at 
Rothcrhithe, and received li ttle formal education, but his interest in 
science was fostered by visits to Greenwich O bservatory. Tn his 
twenties, he was appointed assistant at Cambridge Observatory by 
George Airy, moving from there to Greenwich when Airy became 
Astronomer Royal. vVhen a magnetic and metcorolog;cal department 
was sci. up at Greenwich in 1838, Glaisher was made its Superinten
dent, a post he held until retirement in 1874. He was, for this long 
period, the effective organizer of meteorological observations and 
climatological statistics in Britain, displaying great energy and persist
ence. His most spectacular activity was a series of scicnlific balloon 
ascents in 1862 with the acronaut, Henry Coxwell, organi:.i:ed by the 
British Association for the Advancement of Science. In the course of 
one ascent on 5 September 1862, at a height of nearly seven miles, 
Glaisher became unconscious, and his companion had to use his teeth 
to pull the valve-rope for descent, since his hands were quite numb. 
Glaisher was deeply involved with the Great Exhibition of 1851, being 
both a Juryman, and the Reporter for Class X, 'Philosophical 
Instruments a nd Processes depending upon their use' . He wrote a most 
detailed and pen.:cptive Report, and lectured on Class X to the Society 
of Arts in 1852. One section of the report wa.s on photography, and 
Glaisher wrote scathingly: 

In closin~ our remarks on this department of the Exhibition, we 
may be permitted to record some degree of disappointment at the 
absence of specimens of the application of photography to any 
departmenl~ of representa tion, other than such as please the eye 
or administer to personal feelings. As regards its application to an 
infinity of useful and instructive purposes, we have literally 
nothing! 

He then goe1, on to list all the scientific specimens that were missing, 
and concluded with what is almo1,t certa inly the earliest proposal for 
the microfilming of documentary matter to aid library storage. 

Glaishcr's amazing energy also found outlet in involvement with 
many scientiftc societies. He helped to found the British Meteorological 
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Society, was President for over twenty years of the Royal Photographic 
Society, and was on the council of the Royal Aeronautical Society from 
its foundation in 1866 until his death. T n 1856, he was elected a member 
of the Microscopical Society of London, probably as a result of his 
paper on snow crystals. This was read to the Greenwich Natural 
History Society, and published in the Microscopical Society's Tran.rnc
tions in 1855. The subject was the great variety of different forms of 
crystal produced by the varied and severe weather conditions of that 
winter. Glaisher examined these under the microscope and made rough 
sketches of the forms, which were later redrawn by his wife. One of 
these forms was eventually chosen as the seal of the incorporated 
Society, as a compliment to the man who had played so large a part in 
securing the Royal Charter, and a stylized version is still the emblem of 
the Royal Microscopical Society. 

But this is to anticipate. In his Presidential Address of February 
1866, Glaisher announced that the Council had been considering 
making an application for a Royal Charter of Corporation. He 
enumerated thr advantages of such a step. As a corporate body, the 
Society would be better able to promote research, the members would 
be closely linked, the contracts and engagements entered into by the 
Council would be binding on their successors, the legal ownership of 
the Society's library, collections, and investments would be estab
li8hcd, and individual members would no longer be potentially 
responsible, should the Society fa]! into debt. It was hoped to raise the 
necessary fees by subscription. A great deal of work was clearly 
involved, with redrafting of the By-Jaws, and other administrative 
matters. Therr, is no doubt that Glaisher's own reputation, particularly 
his \.Vork for the Great Exhibition that enjoyrd such enthusiastic 
patronage from the Prince Consort, must have helped greatly to 
achieve thr result he proudly announced in February 1867: 

The year 1866-7 will be memorable in the annals of the 
Ylicroscopical Society, as that in which a Royal Charter was 
obtained for its incorporation, in which Her :.1o.st Gracious 
Majesty Queen Victoria was pleased to signify her distinguished 
appreciation of its oqjects, by commanding it to assume the title 
'Royal', and in which H.R.H. the Prince ofVv'ales conferred upon 
it the honour of becoming its patron. 

The granting of a Royal Charter (see Appendix 1) to a comparatively 
small and young- society was a tribute both to the quality and standing 
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of its members, and to the recogn1uon of the importance of the 
microscope as a tool in so many branches of science. From the first, the 
Microscopical Society of London had seen itself as part of the 
interna tional scientific community, and had enrolled as Honorary 
Members some of the world's leading scientists (see Appendix'.:>). In 
1840, two were elected, Christian Ehrenberg (I 795-1876), the German 
naturalist who pioneered microbiology, and the classilication of 
micro-organisms, and J an Purkinje ( 1787- 1869) of Prague, one of the 
first to use the microtome for his fundamental studies under the 
microscope of human tissue and body cells. In 1846, the Italian, F ili ppo 
Pacini, was honoured for his research in histology, w hile in 185 1 the 
American botanist, Asa Gray (1810- 1888) became the fourth Honor
ary M ember for his work as a plant geographer and taxonomist. Thus , 
the first twenty-five years of the Society reached a most satisfactory 
end. 
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CHAPTER4 

The Charter to 1900 

Starting- a second term as President, James Glaishcr formally 
announced the granting of the Royal Charter to the Society at the 
Anniversary .:\freting for 186 7, as well as the enrolling of 51 new 
Fellows, as rrn~mhccrs were now to be styled. Following the now 
es tablishcrl pattern of giving a brief account of the careers of members 
who had died during the year, Glaisher spoke at some length of the life 
and \Vork of Richard Beck (1827-18€iG), whose father was Joseph 
Jackson Lister's partner in a firm of wine merchants, and also his 
brother-in-law. Richard Beck was apprenticed to the instrument
maker ,James Smith, who worked doscl y with I .ister on the production 
of his prototypes. Smith was one of the three leading makers 
commissioned to provide: a top-quality microscope for the newly
founded Microscopical Sor.icty of London, and his instrument, which 
still survivccs [171], is superb. Glaishcr said of the gifted young man: 
' ... it was mainly through the skill and the exertions of Richard Beck 
that the well-known firm of Smith and Beck, formed in 1847, took such 
an important position in the microscopic world'. Beck was specially 
commended for producing- a good range of modestly prir.cd micro
scopes ,vithin the means of studtnts. lie: died at the early age of 
thirty-nine, and was buried in lhc graveyard of the Friends' Meeting 
House at Stoke NewingLon, for the Becks, like the Listers, were 
Quakers. Richard's brothcr,Joscph,_joined the firm of Smith & Beck in 
18."i I, after serving an apprenticeship to Trough ton & Simms, and 
her.arnc a partner six years later, at which time the name of the firm 
d1anged to Smith, Beck & Beck. "When Smith retired in 1864, the firm 
became R & J.Beck, and.Jostph's son, Conrad, born in that year, was 
made manager of the company in 1883, to retire only in 1944. 

The year I 8fi8 was clearly a good one for the Royal Microscopical 
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Society. The Treasurer was able to report the investment of £1000 in 
Consols, with a further£ 168 awaiting investment. Membership was the 
highest ever recorded (452), and the collections and the library were 
growing steadily by gift and purchase. A report was submitted to the 
1868 Anniversary Meeting on the microscopes and cabinet of objects. 
Eleven microscopes were listed and described, three being antique 
instruments, while the other eight, including three of the popular 
v\'enham binoculars, were available for the use of Fellows. Also listed 
as part of the collection was a Browning micro-spectroscope [ 417] ,just 
purchased by the Society. The cabinrt of slides had received a 
'munificent donation' from George Charles \ValJich, consisting of a 
first installment of over I 000 specimens. \Vallich was born in Calcutta, 
and spent a large part of his working life in the Indian Medical Service. 
His manuscript catalogur of Bengal diatoms is in the British Museum 
(Natural History). Among the Fellows whose deaths were reported in 
1868 was the great pioneer of electro-magnetism and electro-chemistry, 
Midrncl Faraday ( l 79 l-18fi7), who had joined the Society in 1842. Y ct 
again, the vexed question of the publication of the Society's Tran.rnciions 
was under discussion in 1868. Glaishcr reported that the Council had 
decided to terminate in October of that year the publishing arrange
ment with the Quarterly.Journal oflvficroscopical Science, because 'the mode 
and form of publication, the quantity of illustrations, and other 
important particulars' were completely outside the control of the 
Society's officers. 

Thr basic problem ,vas whether the Society should publish on its 
own, or in association with an established journal. The first option was 
obviously to be preferred, but had to be abandoned because the 
Council was well aware that Fellows grratly valued the inclusion of 
microscopical information from other societies and other journals, 
information that could not he handled if the Transactions were a Society 
publication. That accepted, the main requirements were monthly 
(instead of quarter! y) publication, and tighter control over the editorial 
activity of the chosen journal. The proprietors of the Quarterry Journal 
were asked if they wished to carry on, complying with the new 
requirements, but they declined. So an agreement was reached with the 
publisher Robrrt Hardwicke fi:.lr publication of the Society's Transac
tions in the MontMy Aticroscopical Journal, starting on I January 1869, 
under the editorship of Dr Henry Lawson. The arrangement thus 
entered into was to continue for eighteen volumes, two a year, trr
rninating with the death of Lawson in October 1877 (see Appendix fi). 
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In the summer of 1869, one of the world's mnst skilful microscopisrs, 
the American army surgeon Lieutenant-ColonelJ oseph J ,mvicr \Vood
ward (1833-1881), was able to realize the highest potc:ntial of the 
instrument in advance of the theoretician, Ernst Abbe, who published 
his results in 1873. In lhe course of his major research into disease, 
\Voodward developed photomicro~raphy, and, because he was a 
perfectionist, he bought the finest objective lenses from leading 
manufaetun:rs in Europe and the lJ nited Sta tcs. These he tested and 
compared, using the remarkable resolution test-plates ruled with a 
diamond on glass by the German optician, F .A.N obert. 1n the sum mer 
of 1869, vVoodward became the first to resolve the final band oi' 
.:--iobert's nineteen-band test-plate, using a Powell & Lealand Vic-inch 
water immersion objective lens. The final band comprised 5 7 lines 
ruled by a diamond point on glass at an average separation of 0.225 
micron. A set of his photomicrographs was sent to the Royal 
Microscopical Society, and a paper on the su~ject published in the 
Aionlhl)' A1iaoscopical Journal in October l 86!J. vVoodwarcl was elected 
an Honorary Fellow of the Society in December 1873. • 

Glaisher's long and most important period as President of the 
Society came to an end in 1869, and he was succeeded by the Rev . .J.B. 
Reade, one of the Society's founders, and now an elder statesman. 
Reade marked his inauguration with the generous gift of his complete 
run of the Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society to the Society's 
library. It also fell to him to announce the death of Joseph Jackson 
Lister, and the receipt of a letter from Lister's son, giving, in extracts 
from his father's .MSS and letters, a full account of his microscopical 
research. This letter from Professor (later, Lord) Lister was published 
in the March 1870 number of the journal. Reade also reported that he 
and the President of the Quekctt Club had been invited to attend the 
first meeting of the State Microscopical Society of Illinois, an occasion 
when its President paid tribute to the Royal ~ficroscopical Society's 
pioneering role as the 'parent' of a host of younger microscopical 
societies. 

It was also in 1869 that the Council began its efforts to secure for the 
Society permanent accommodation in 'some building appropriated by 
government for the use uflearned societies'. The depu lation from the 
Council was shown the plans for the new buildings at Burlington 
House, and al first had high hopes of becoming one of the favourer! 
bodies. But encouragement was one thing, a definite oflicial agreement 
another. Five years later, fading hope was still expressed, but, either for 
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20 Caul ioJLary !lot ice to Fellows, 1860. 

lack ofsuflicicnt influence in high places, or inadequate exertion by the 
officers, the Society never achieved grace and favour accommodation. 

Reade died before he could give his second Presidential Address, and 
the speaker in his place vvas the Secretary, Henry.J. Slack, who was the 
first to address the Anniversary Meeting on a scientific topic, rather 
than giving an account of the year's activities. This practice W,lS 

continued by the next President, William Kitchen Parker ( 1823-1890), 
both of whose Addresses were on aspects of his research into the cranial 
morphology of vertebrates. Parker was a farmer's son, apprenticed at 
lhc age of fifteen to a chemist; he qualified as a doctor through 
d ctcrmination and diligencJ:, and became a specialist in developmental 
osteology. In 1874, he was appointed one of the Hunterian Professors or 
Comparative Anatomy, and his Hunterian lectures or 1884 were 
published under the title: On A1ammalian Descent. 

The year 1872 saw the retirement a8 Secretary of Jabez Hogg 
(1817-1899), who had held the office for live years. He retired in order 
to become President of the new Medical :Vlicroscopical Society, which 
held its inaugural meeting in January 1873, yet another of the large 
number of microscopical and natural history societies whose activities 
are recounted in the lvlonth(y i\1icroscopicat Journal. This particular 
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society must have represented something of a threat to the Royal 
·Microscopical Society, since it was based in London, and could have 
been expected to draw on the same pool of medical men involved with 
microscopy as its older brother. J abcz Hogg was, like so many of the 
Society's early officers, a well-known and successful doctor, who 
practised as an ophthalmic surgeon in London for forty-five years. Hr: 
was born in Chatham and attended the same school in Rochester as 
Charles Dickens. He began his career on the staff of the illustrated London 
J.Vews, for which he tdited a series of very succcssfi.il educational books, 
one of which was The Aficrvscope: Its Hislo~y, Construction, and Aj,plicalivn.r 
(1854) which went through numerous editions; the last in 1911. Hogg 
was also a prominent Freemason, and an active member of several 
learned societies. 

At the Society's Annual Meeting in 1873, .Joseph Beck had clearly 
decided that things were not as they used to be. He complained that 
ordinary meetings were less sociable than in former times: 'Persons 
now went off directly after the meetings were over, ,vhereas they used to 
stay when the Society indulged in the good wholesome practice of a cup 
of tea after the business of the evening was over'. He regretted the 
formation of another new society (the Medical :\1icroscopical Society), 
,,vhich would be bound to attract young men away. But his chief plaint 
was that a By-law existed which rnade it impossible for instrument 
makers to become members ofthc Council, and ht instanced the case of 
his late brother, Richard, who had devoted much of his energy to the 
Quekett Club because he could not become involved in the policy
making of the Society. J oscph instanced the Astronomical Society as an 
example of a body which made no such discrimination. \Vhethr,r as a 
result of Beck's comments, or because of a more enlightened outlook, 
this situation had been remedied by the 1890s, when Conrad Beck and 
Thomas Pm-veil, Hugh Powell's son, were both members of the Council 
of the Royal Microscopical Society. 

During the 1870s, it was the Society's practice to hold what were 
called 'Scientific Evenings' twice a year at which Fellows met, in either 
the great hall or the library of King's College, 'for inspection of, and for 
conversation upon, the numerous oqjects of special interest which were 
exhibited'. These exhibits could be slides, modifications to instru
ments; or new microscopes shown by makers. It was reported that 
numbers were generally around or above 100, except on one occasion 
when dense Cog resulted in a drastic drop in numbers. Fellows wcrr, 
prepared lo travel consirfrrabk distances to attend these occasions, 
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which must have provided an opportunity for the sociability !hat Reck 
found missing from the ordinary meetings. 

In 1B7'.3 and 1874, Charles Brooke held office as President for a 
second term, and in his second Address, delivered in February 1875, ltc 
referred to a controversy which had caused tempers to run high in the 
Society, and indeed outside iL This he dtscribed as 'the war of the angle 
of aperture', and its main protagonist was Francis H. \Venbam 
(18'.?:1-1908), twice a Vice-President of the Society, who resigned from 
it in 1879 because of the dispute. Wenham was described by E.l'vL 
Nelson in the Society's obituary of him in 1908 as 'a very expert 
mechanic', and such he clearly was, witness his inventions of a 
paraboloid illuminator [355], and of the binocular arrangement that 
bears his narne. But the controversy arose over his inability to 
understand that a medium with a n:fractive index greater than that of 
air, for example, water or oil, could, in (act, increase the angle of 
aperture between the microscope objective and the specimen lo what 
appeared to be more than 180 degrees. The resolution or fmc detail 
depends on both the ang-le ofapcrture and the refractive index (n) o/'the 
medium between the specimen and the objective: 

d ::c:: "J-,. / '2n sin tt 

where 0 is half the angle of aperture. 
So the greater n sin 0, the finer the detail that can be resolved. For 

angles of aperture of nearly 180° (half-ang-le approaching 90°), an 
increase in resolution depends on n, which for oil is commonly about 
1.-'1. As sin 80° is 0.985, placing oil bf:tweFn the sptcimen and the 
objective can achieve a considerable gain in resolution, anrl far more 
simply than striving for that extra few degrees. This was a matter or 
physics, and \Ven ham, a pragmaticc:rafl:sman, found such ct theoretical 
concept beyond him. He took on all comers in the argument until 
everyone was weary of the subject, so much so, that in 1879, the Council 
ruled 'that the Angular Aperture question, having been very exhaus
tively discussed, no further papers on the subject should be received 
(with the exception of a paper promised by Prof. Abbe) without the 
special order of the Council'. Later in the year \IVenham tendered his 
resignation, which was regretfully accepted. 

The Society's Presidenl for the nexl liner years was Henry Clifton 
Sor by ( l 8'26-1908), the rpitorne or the sdf:er1 ucatcd scien tisl. Corning 
from a well-to-do family of cutlers in Shclikld, Sorby was privately 
educated at home, and deliberately njectcd a university training 
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1wcause his declared intention was 'not to pass an examination, but to 
qualify myself for a career of original investigation'. This aim he 
literally fol filled by his application of microscopy to the structure of 
rocks and metals. I Jr, was the originator of metallography and 
micro-spr,ctrum analysis, and his interpretation of the crystalline 
structure of metals laid the foundations of modern rnetalh1rgy. Sor by 
lived all his life in Shcflidd, working at home, and remaining 
unmarried. After his mother's death, he entered into public life, 
becoming a member of the Council of the Royal Society, President of 
the Geological Society, and frmndcr President of the Mineralogical 
Society. His Addresses to the Royal :\'licroscopical Society were long 
and detailed scientific papers, the first d t~voted to the limit of the powers 
or the microscope and the size of ultimate molecules. It \Vas praise 
worth having when such a President commended the papers delivered 
to the Socidy during 1876 as of excellent quality and of general 
significance. 

Ever since its foundation, the Society had regarded it as a prime 
objective to publish its mvn journal (sec Appendix 6). Early attempts at 
so doing had proved fitful, and expensive, so it had been customary to 
include the Transactions in a general microscopical pu hlication, But even 
the last and most successful of these joint ventures, with the J\llonihly 
Aficroscoj1ir:a{.Joumal, had not proved trouble-free. In 187\ the President, 
Charles Brooke, complained of the 'intempr:rately conducted corres
pondence' included in the .iournal. Therefore it was with the grea test 
satisfaction that the Council was able to launch, in 1878, the Society's 
own, bi-monthly.Joumal, to be forwarded free oCchargc to all Fellows. 
· !'he newjournal was to comprise papers, reports of business and discus
sions, extracts from other English and k>reign microscopical journals, and 
notes on matters of current interest, together with a bibliography of new 
books and pa pcrs relating to the microscope. 

'J'hr, statement about the Society prefaced to lhe first volume of the 
Journal reveals that n:rlain changes had taken place. The entrance fee 
and annual subscription had increased to tvvo guineas each, and life 
mem bcrsliip ( described as compoundiug for future payments) was J.:2 1. 
A ne,v category of Corresponding Fellow had been introduced, and the 
Society now had two Secretaries and a paid Assistant .St:cretary to deal 
with its increased business. Ordinary T'vlcctings were still held monthly 
on a Wednesday from October to .June, but the Society's library at 
King's College was also open four days a \-Vcck from 11 am to 4 pm, and 
each Wednesday evening. 
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( )nc of the two Honorary Secretaries listed in the 18 78 volume of the 
journal was Frank Crisp (184'.1-1919), who lhe following year under
took the editorship as well, with notable success. On 3 April, Crisp read 
10 the Society a paper entitled 'On the Present Condition of Microscopy 
in England', in which he propounded the argument that in recenl years 
no substantial progress had been made in this country either in the 
knowledge of the theoretical principles of lhe microscope itself, or in the 
systematic investigation of microscopical phenomena. He blamed 
microscopists in general, and Fellows in particular, for failing to see the 
\vood for the trees, for regarding the microscope merely as a tool of the 
naturalist or the histologist, and for a voiding the crucial topic of the 
lheory of image formation. Crisp's aim in taking over the running of the 
Joumr1l was to attempt to remedy this deficiency. His success was such 
that, at the Annual Meeting in 1B80, .Joseph Beck, in seconding the 
acceptance of the officers' report, was able to claim that Fellows now 
r.:njoycd: 'a Journal which he did not hesitate to say was a model of what 
a society's Journal should be in every respect'. 

Looking back over forty years from the vantage point of the 1879 
Annual Meeting, there \.-vas considerable satisfac:tion. \'Vlcmbcrship was 
holding up, though still below 500, and over £2000 was invested on the 
Society's bchalL Om: reason for the failure to increase substantially the 
number of members was that there were so many other societies with 
very closely similar interesls and activity. On the principle lhal 
co-operation with rivals is good policy, the decision was made to invite 
the presidents of similar societies to become ex-officio members, 
receiving the Journal and able lo altenrl meetings, but without voting 
powers (for a list, see Appendix 5). The fortieth anniversary year was 
also seen as an appropriate occasion for creating new Honorary 
Fellows. In the 1850s and 1860s only three were ckctecl, with a further 
nine in the early 1870s, but 1879 ·was marked by the election ofno fnvcr 
than thirty-nine Honorary Fcllo\vs, and eighty-eight ex-officio Fellows. 
The majority of the frirmcr were distinguished foreign scientists whose 
work involved the use of the microscope (see Appendix 3). Such 
elections were dearly seen as a means of extending the influence and 
increasing the status of the Society, and so of the microscope. ln 1885, a 
more far-reaching step was taken with the decision to elect women 
Fellows under a new By-law. In future years this was to lead to 
controversy, but the first four ladies, one the joint-editor of a 
microscopical journal, seem to have been welcomed with perfect 
com plaisancc. 
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The Sociely's Presidcnl in its fortieli1 year was Lionel Smith Beak 
(1828-1906), who was, for almost his entire career, associated with 
King's Colleg·e, where the microscopists had found such a satisfactory 
base. The son of a surgeon and medical author, he attended King's 
College School, and then its medical department. Apart from a couple 
of years workin~ al Oxford with Adand, he was ,a member of the 
teaching staff at King's College Hospital until bis retirement, holding 
professorships in pathology, anatomy, and the principles and practice 
of medicine. He also ran his own private laboratory, where he 
pioneered the teaching of pathological anatomy with the aid of the 
microscope. Beale was a prolific writer, illustrating his books and 
papers with plates made by himself, and he engaged in controversy 
with gusto, mountinp; a vigorous attack on T.H.Huxlcy. His successor 
as President, holding office for three years, was Peter Martin Duncan 
( 1824-1891 ), another King's-trained medical man, who, after a period 
in general practice, abandoned medicine for geology, and became 
professor of that subject at King's until his death. He specialized in the 
study of corals, and was Secretary of the Geological Society from l 8(i4 

to 1870. 
Throughout the 1880s, the Journal was edited, and in large part 

financed, by Frank Crisp; with the assistan"c ofa small committee. The 
publication was carefully ordered, to comprisr, the Transactions, that 
is, the papers given before meetings of the Society; a summary of 
current research in a broad field, arranged under the headings of: 
Zoology; Botany; IV1icroscopy; Instruments; and Collecting, l'vlounting 
and Examining Objects; the Society's Proceedings; and a Bibliogra
phy. Also included was an author index; and each volume was fully 
illustrated. It was the summaries of research that almost got out of 
hand, for fatter and fatter volumes were published, until the Council 
was obliged to rule that no more than l 000 pages could be printed ( the 
maximum achieved was 1181 in 1885; the volume is 10cm thick!). 
However, there seems to be no doubt that Fellows appreciated both the 
quantity and the quality provided by the editor, for membership 
climbed steadily, rising lo over 650 during the decade, willwut the 
inclusion in the total of the ex-officio Fellows. Crisp had agreed lo help 
the Society pay !'or the.Journal on a sliding scale, with the intention that 
it should become self-supporting within ten years, and this goal was 
achieved. He retired from the editorship in 1889, handing over what he 
believed to be 'recognized as an indispensable guide to the ever
increasing mass of periodi"al literature relating to Biolo?;y and 
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21 Spy\ cartoon ol'Frank Crisp, 31 ~fay n140. Crisp, later Sir Frank, was C'ditor of 
the.Journal uf the R~y11/ Microscopical So,ie(i from volume 2, 1879, to 1889. Ile was also 

au Honorary Secretary ar1d Trt'asmtr at various times. 
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~'iicroscopy'. But the Society continued lo benefit from his energy and 
enthusiasm as Treasurer. 

Frank Crisp ·was one of the inost versatile of the many gifted men 
associated with th<: Society in its earlier years, and an important 
biographical article on him has been published by J anc Insley U(2i\4 C, 
35, pt l, l CJM). Crisp was a distinguished hnvyer, who was knighted in 
I 907 for his work on the revision of company legislation, and became a 
baronet in 191'.l for acting as lr.gal advisor to the Liberal Parly. The 
grandson ofa successful Nonvicl1 prinler, and profr:ssionally successful 
himscU: he owned a London house iu Holland Park, and the couutry 
estate of Friar Park 11ear Henley, when: his landscaped gardens were 
ontcn open to the public, and ·where he entertained royalty during 
Rc:galta week. His huge energy and enthusiasm produced at Friar Park 
a range of different gardens, of which th<: most extraordinary was the 
Alpine, with a twenty fool high model or Lhe .\1attcrhorn. There were 
also caves, one of which was equipped with optical illusions, and 
another with model gnomes. 

Crisp ·was a member of the Linnean Society from 1870 until his 
death, and its Treasurer for twr.nty-four years, giving· it gencrnus 
patronage. T n I !=l(Y-l, he chaired the rnc:eting- of the Li nnean at which the 
vote to admit ,,yorrH:n was carried, ,rnd his own wik was one of the first 
l!f"leen ·women to be elected as Fellows. Crisp joined the Roy,il 
:\1 icroscopical Society in the same year as the Linnean, was elected to 
the Couucil in 187·1, and became one of the Honorary Sccrc:laries in 
1878. During his membership, he donated over 100 books to the 
Library, three chairs for olficers at meetings, two cabinets for the 
collection of instruments, and four microscopes. 'l'o bring about lhe 
greater understanding of optical principles that he had declared to be 
lacking in English microscopists, he was largely responsible (with help 
from .John "\fayall) for translating from the German the standard 
textbook on optics, Da.r }vfikroskop, Thr-orie und A.nwendung de.uelhen (2nd 
cdn, 1877) by C.Naegdi and S.Schwcndencr. Crisp's own int<crest was 
not in lhe su~jects to which the microsrope is applied, but in the 
instrument itself, as is amply witnessed by the mllection of instruments 
and acCc8sories that he amassed, estimated to havr: consisted of nearly 
'.·HJ00 microscopes and over 1000 accessories. Sadly, his draft catalogue 
was never complclrd, and the collection was dispersed after his death at 
live: sales. Some ofit was acquired by RT.Gunther for the Museum of 
the History ofScience at Oxford, and he wrote to the magazine, Nalure, 
on the occasion of the last sale in 1925: 
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The fact thal many of the parts o!'thr instruments have gol rnixf:d, 
tlial historic examples have'- been divorced from their history, that 
the collection has been dislributed without having been properly 
calalogued, is an international calamity. 

l l was not possible to rcasscm blc al 1 of the Crisp collection, but parts of 
it arc novv i11 public museums, and stand as a memorial to a remarkable 
man. \Vhilc the collection was being amassed, the Royal rv1icroscopical 
Society had the l)f:nefit of having more than 200 items exhibited by 
Crisp at ib meetings. 

Another man who had great influence on the Society at this period 
was Crisp's successor as one of the Secretaries, John Mayall .Jnr 
(1B42-1891J. The two men were close friends, for J\tlayall shared 
Crisp's interest in the microscopr, and its history, and helped in the 
amassing and cataloguing of the Crisp collection. It was Mayall who, in 
1890, superintended th!" Society's move from King's College to its new 
rooms, leased for 21 years at an annual rent of £130, at 20 Hanover 
Square. The property bclongcd to the Royal l\1edical and Chirurgical 
Society, and the accommodation comprised two rooms on the second 
floor for the exclusive use of the Royal l'vlicroscopical Society, and the 
right of meeting in a ground-floor hall. 'J'lw rapid increase in 
membership over the past five years - there \Vere now 6."i9 ordinary 
Fdlows - enabled the Society to accept such a rent with equanimity. 
Sadly, the move and ils altendant business was the last service john 
·Mayall gave to the Society, for he died of pneumonia inJuly 1891, at the 
age of forty-nine. 

~fayall was the son ofan American photographer,.John.Jabez Edwin 
IV1ayal1 (1810-1901), ,vho settled in London in 184fi, and opened a 
studio in the Strand called the American Daguerrotypc Institution. In 
18S2, he moved to 224 Regent Street, the address used by John Mayall 

J nr, and began the rnass-pmd uction of cartes-de-visitc, from which he 
made a fortune, producing as many as half a million a year. Mayalljnr 
was educated in Paris and became a complete European, speaking 
fluent French and German. Having family money al his disposal, he 
made a particular study of mathematical optics, and acted as a link 
between the Society, which he joined in 1867, and the most important 
research being carried out in.Jena by Professor Ernst Abbe, as ·well as 
other developments in microscopy on the Continent. Mayall's main 
contribution to his chosen subject was made in lhe two series of Cantor 
Lectures that he delivered before the Society of Arts. These concerned 
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22 The meeting room ol' the Socif,ty i11 King's College, I .ondon, from 1859 t.o 1800. 
In addition to kctures, tbc room provided span· for tlie Col leer.ion of instrunH:nr_s and 
slides, as well as the I .ibrary. Cololypc frontispiece 10 the Journal nf the Royal 

i\,ficwswj!irril Society ( 1898). 

both the history and early development of the microscope and the 
current state of microscopy. 

Mayall, likr. Crisp, was characterized by strong personality and 
remarkable energy. Accounts of lhe Society's ordinary meetings 
contain examples ofhis capacityforrnlhless criticism, for he was, as the 
·writer of his Obituary remarked, 'no respecter ofpcrsons'. His energy 
manifested itself in physical as well as mental activity, for he was both a 
fencer and a chess-phiyer of'skill, and was the first man to ride a bicycle 
from I .ondon to Brighton. Mayall' s early death kll his widow with nine 
children to support, the youngt:st being only seven. Though Mayall 
Senior was still living at this date, he was in his eighties, and the 
business may well have declined. \Vhalcvrr the truth of this, it is certain 
that _\frs ~v1ayall's si1ualion was thought to be difficult. Therefore, a 
group of rnicroscopists, most of them rncrnhc1 s of the Royal l\.,'licroscop-
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ical Society's Council, launched, on 31 October 1891, an appeal for a 
Mayall Fund directed at members of London and provincial microsco
pical societies. In the same month, Mayall's microscopes and appar
atus were put up for sale, tht: advertisement being placed, free of diarge 
by the Council's express order, in the Society's journal. 

Though the Society in the 1880s was to such a large extent 
dominated by Crisp and Mayall, the President for the four years 1884 
to 1887, the Rev. William Henry Dallinger (1842-1909) was also a 
figure of some repute in the microscopical world. After study at Trinity 
College, Dublin, and Durham University, he entered the Methodist 
ministry, and eventually became the head of \'Vesley College in 
Sheffield. After the death of Carpenter, he produced a seventh (1891), 
revised edition ofvV.B.Carpentcr's standard .vork on the mirroscope, 
with the first seven chapters entirely re-written. According to A.A.C. 
Eliot Merlin, in his Obituary of Nelson published in the .Journal for 
19'.-38, 'Dr Dallinger was indebted to Nelson for its first six chapters, for 
the fine photomicrographs reproduced therein, and for 150 diagrams; 
although this is not clearly stated in the work, it is a fact'. Dallinger was 
also President of the Quekett Cl u Ii ( 1890-93), and was elected a Fellow 
of the Royal Society in 1880. 

Dallingcr's successors in the Presidency ''-'ere Charles Thomas 
lfudson (1828-1903), a public school master, and an expr.rt on 
Rotifera, who held office for three years, and Robert Braithw,lite 
(1821--1917), a physician by profession, and a keen botanist. Albert 
D.\I ichael (18%-1927), who was President between 1893 and 18%, is 
chiefly memorable for having given, as one of his four Presidential 
Addresses ( I 895), an excellent and detailed ;1ccount of the founding
and early history of thr, Society, to which subsequent historians are 
indebted. 

The 1890s were a difficult time for the Society. The burst of energy 
under Crisp had fallen off; rerruitment of new Fellows failed to ket'.p 
pace with deaths and resignations, and publishing- the Journal and the 
rent of the rooms proved a heavy burden. In 1897, it was reported that 
the.Journal was rosting £900 a year to print, and that Fellows were LSOO 
in arrears with subscriptions. The cost ofthcjournal to non-Fellows was 
raised from :is. lo 6s., but even this failed to relieve financial worries. 
Y ct for the last three years of the rentury the Society had as its President 
one of the most skilled and devoted microscopists of any period, 
Edward IVlillcs Nelson (1851-193B), dt>scribcd in his Obituary as 'the 
pioneer of modern mirroscopical observation'. 
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2'.l \\'illiam Henry Dallinger ( l!l42- 1909), Prc:~id e11l 1 BB4-87, using a large Ross 
microsr.npc. Au illu,tration from Dalliugcr's ~c\ition of \V.13.Carpr:nter, T/11, Miao

scope, 7th cdn (1891), p.'.H6 

A man of private means, Nelson spent his lifo working with the 
microscope, striving always t.o achieve ever more perfect results. To 
every meeting of the Society he brought his famous No. I Powell 
microscope and the paraffin lamp designed by himself. In 1882 he 
exhibited to the Society the resolution of Nobert's 19th tr.st band, the 
first occasion that this had been achieved in Eng-land. Nelson was 
involved in controversy over his disagreement with Abbe's insistence 
on the need for a pin-hole stop in the substagc condenser in order to 
achieve the best performance from a11 ;tpochromatic o~jectivc of la rge 
numerical aperture. Nelson main tained that a la rge aplanatic illum
inating cone was essen tia l. lt is clear that this was a dispute between the 
theorist and the practical observer, and Nelson's achievements in 
resolving unknmvn structures, and his magnificent photomicrographs, 
prove that, theory or no theory, his methods worked. By way of variety, 



2,1 Edward Milles Nelson ( l 851-1938), President 1897-99. Photogrnphe<l with his 
Powell & Lea laml Nu I l>y A A C Eliot J\lerlin iu 1910. ( Courtesy or the M uscnm of 

Lhe History of Science, Oxford) 

Nelson's mathematical bent also directed his interest to the surwy of 
prehistoric stone circles, and to short-focus objectives for the telescope. 
But it was as the advisor and friend of innumerable practical 
microscopists that Ndson was deeply respected and warmly remem
bc,rcd. 

The start ofa new century nearly coincided ·with the death of Queen 
Victoria on 22 January 1901. She had reigned for well over half the 
previous hundred years, and her character had indelibly stamped the 
period generally known as Victorian. Her eldest son, as Prince of\,Valcs 
the Patron of the Royal Microscopical Society from its incorporation, 
now became King Edward VII, and the Society, like the rest of 
England, prepared itself to face the challenge of a new era. 
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CHAPTERS 

Through Two World J:,Vars 

The Annual Meeting in 1900 saw the end or KM.Nelson's extended 
Presidency, and, appropriately because of his lildong preoccupation 
with the microscope, he was able to report the completion ofa process 
of standardization of certain parts of the instrument that had begun 
eighteen years before. In December 1899, the Council adopted a 
number of resolutions that withdrew the standards adopted in 188'2, 
and substituted new standard sizings for the inside diameter of the 
substagc, and for the internal diameters, four in number, of draw
tubes. The Council also ordered thal a set of plug and ring gauges in the 
given sizes should be kept in the Society'.~ rooms, and be available for 
inspection by the public for a smc1ll frc. 7'iidson warmly acknowledged 
the help received from the manufacturers in determining the standards, 
mentioning Conrad Beck by name. Examples or these standard dies, 
gauges, chasers, and threads are still to be found in the Society's 
Colltction [ 439-443 J. 

The Socitty's growing interest in adding antique instruments to its 
collcrtion is also appartnt, for ~tlson described, with obvious enthu
siasm, the gilt ofcightccnth-r:entury microscopes made by l'vlartin and 
Adams, and of an early Ross, and reporttd that the catalogur of 
instruments and apparatus was progrtssing under the curator, 
C.F.Rousselet. One area, however, where the new century was unlikely 
to reproduce the triumphs of the Victorian era was in the organization 
of soirfrs and convtrsaziones. Nelson announced that tht state of the 
fonds did not justify holding a special exhibition, and expressed doubts 
as to whether such large, general tvtnts wert of real value lo the 
Society, though he rckrrcd a trifle wistfully to the grand soiree at South 
Kcmington in 1859. 

Nelson's successor as President for the first two years of the 1900s 
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was ·William Carruthers (1830-1922), who was described in his 
Obituary as 'lhe doyen of the bolanical world'. From 1871 to 1895, be 
was Kccpc:r of the Botanical Department of the British 1v1useum 
(J\;atural History), and sup<Tinlendecl its move to South Kensington. 
His two Presidential Addresses lo the Royal Microscopical Society 
\.Ven'. accounts of two early botanists, John Ellis and Nehemiah Grew. 
His other great interest was in the Presbyterian Church ol" England, 
into whose ministry he had originally wished to enter, and whose 
Children's lvlessenger hr rdited for forty years. Carruthers' sur,ccssor was 
another British IVluseum Keeper, but this time a geologist, Henry 
\Voodward (1832-1921), whose main study was the fossil forms of 
Crustacea, but whose particular contribution was in popularizing 
paleontology through books and articles, and through his work for the 
British Association. 

\Voodward was followed by three distinguished men ·whose intercsl 
in the microscope was the only common factor in vrry different careers. 
Du kinlidd Henry Scott ( l 8:i4- l 9'.14) was a pioneer of scientific botany, 
,vhosc comparative anatomical studies of fossil and living plants, 
undertaken in relation tu planl physiology and genetics, anticipated 
modern botanical research. He was the son of George Gilbert Scott, the 
architect, and, with private means, was able to pursue his research in 
Germany, and maintain close links with continental scholars, as well as 
working- at Kew G,ndens. Lord Avebury (183'1-1913), PC, FRS, was 
President of the Society in P:)07 and l'.J08. As Sir John Lubbock he 
became head of the family b,rnking Jinn and also a Liberal l'vkrnber of 
Parliment, and was, in 1900, created lhe first Baron Avebury for his 
public services. He began a long career in Parliament by sponsoring- the 
Bank I lolidays Act of 1871 ( the new holidays were popularly known at 
the time as St Lubbock's Days), and Acts requiring- the limitation or 
shop hours, and the preservation of public open space, and of ancient 
monuments. l n science, he was a convinced Darwinian, and gained an 
international reputation for prnviding an evolutionary framework for 
archaeological finds relating to prehistoric man. He also carried out 
irnportant research on insects, particularly ants ( the su bjcct he chose 
for his Quekett Lecture in 18 7 7 to the Society). He was a populari·Ler 
and cducalor, with twenty-five books and many papers to his c,wlil, 
and much in dcrnanrl as a lecturer. As president of the \Vorking Men's 
College, he helped lo widen educational opportunities and the spread 
of scientific literacy. The third of this remarkable triumvirate of 
Presidents was Edwin Ray Lankester ( 1817-1929), whose father had 
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held the office in 18-"18-9. Ray Lankcstcr, as he was always called, was a 
brilliant student at Oxford, and became a Fellow of Exeter College in 
1872. Two years later, he was appointed Professor of Zoology at 
University College, London, and was elected a .Fellow of the Royal 
Society in 1875. Ile became Director of the British l'V1useum (Natural 
History) and Keeper of Zoology in 1892, positions he held until his 
retirement in 1907, when he was created a KCB. His explosive lemper 
made enemies, and seriously impeded his career, for he failed to 
become President of the Royal Society, and was compulsorily retired 
from the British ~1useurn ( :'-: alural History). T t was because of the 
problems of this crisis that he only held office for one year (1909) with 
the Royal Microscopical Society. 

An important question for the new century, the status of women in 
the world of affairs, began to atlect the Society in 1899. A report in The 
Queen on the International Congress of Women in July of that year 
raised the problem of 'the action of certain of the learned societies in 
excluding scientific persons from the advantages offered by their 
societies merely on the score of the womanhood of the candidates'. The 
'temperate protcsl' was made by wlrs l'viarian Farquharson, a botanist 
and microscopist, who had been a Fellow since 1885. Her criticism was 
directed against the Royal, Linn can, and Royal Microscopical 
Societies. The first two had refused to admit women to fellovvship, but 
the Royal Microscopical Society had rnrnpounded the offence by 
allowing ,vomen to stand for and achieve election, but barring them 
from meetings. Mrs Farquharson did not expect 'centres of advanced 
science rn open their doors to all women', but pleaded for lhe privilege 
to be extended to graduates and authoresses. The Linnean Society, as 
already referee\ to in Chapter '1, elected women for the first time in 1903, 
and apparently all went smoothly from then on. But the Royal 
Ylicroscopical Society made heavy weather of the business. 

It was not until December 1908 that a Special Meeting was called by 
eleven Fellows to consider a resolution fi:.lr the amendment or the 
By-laws 'to remove any restriction of privileges due to distinction of 
sex'. ln the preceding years, printed announcements of ordinary 
mce~ing-s had carried a note at lhe bottom: 'Ladies do not attend the 
Meetings of the Society'. The manifest unfairness of this in view of the 
fact that worn en Fellows were admitled and charged the same entram.:c 
fee and subscription as men, was stressed by D..J.Scourfield, the 
proposer of the resolution. He considered that the long delay in putting
righl this injustice was bringing the Society into disrepute. He also 



28 Ernst Abbe (1840-1905). Photograph printnl in carbon on porcelain (135 X 
105mm), and presented tu the Society in.July 1879. Abbe was dectccl an Hono1a1'}· 

Fellow in 1878. 

pointed out that similar leading scientific societies, such as the Linrn~an 
and the Zoological, now gave women Fellmvs full equality, and he 
believed that for the Royal Microscopical Society tojoin them could not 
fail to increase membership. The leader of the opposition was one ol'thc 
Society's Secretaries, J.\V. Gordon . .I-le raised practical problems: 
cloak-room accommodation was not arkquatc for both sexes; ifladies 
attender! the meetings, everyone would start having to wear evening 
dress. This he saw as a real difficulty htcausc he '\-Vas 'generally too 
busy, or, as some friend had put it, too indolent, to get into evening 
dress for the purpose, and then get back into working dress when he got 
home to resume an interrupted task at the lathe or bench'. But his main 
contention was that there was no evidence that many ladies would wish 
to join the S(Jcicty if the resolution ,vere implemented, while a good 
number of male Fellows were likely to resign. 

After much discussion, it was dtcidcd to leave the matter for a short 
period in the hands of a sub-commit.tee, which reported to another 
special meeting inJ une 1909. 'l'hc committee was irretrievably divided. 
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The main report concluded that it was 'inexpedient to proceed further 
at thtc present time with the proposed alteration of the By-lav,rs', and 

tlin1 hande:d the entire problem neatly back to the Council. i\ 
supplementary report, however, signed by three members of the 
sub-committee, went for a compromise. The existing- women Fellows 
must have thtir legitimate complaint removed, and \Vomen should be 
allowed to attrnd ordinary meetings of the Society, but 'it would be 
wise and expedient' to respect thr, views of Fellows who did not want 
women to have the possibility of election to the Council and Commit
tees. The supplementary report. won the day; its adoption was moved 
by Edward Heron-Allen and seconded by Frederic Cheshire, and 
carried by twenty-two votes to seven. The immediate result was that 
the main opponent of admittin~ women to full Fellowship, J.\V. 
Gordon, n~signed as Secretary in October l'.J09, while 1910 saw the 
election or five new women Fellows. 1 n fairness to .!\.-fr Gordon, it has to 

be said that the Society was having considerable problems with its 
accommodation in 1909, and that cloakroom provision was not 
convcnicn t. 

The connections between the Society and Ernst Abbe ( l 8'10-1905), 
'to whom, more than any other man, the perfection of the modern 
Microscope is due', were long and close. He was elected an Honorary 
Fellow in IB78, addressed a meeting of the Society in 1879, and 
published nine papers and three: not.es in its Transactions. As a youn1s 
lecturrr at.Jena University in Crrrnany, Abbe was approached by Carl 
Zicss, and persuaded to enter his {inn as sricntilic adviser, in an 
endeavour to adiicvc a theoretical basis for the ronstruction of 
microscope objectives. Zeiss chose well, for Abbe evolved, vvithin a few 
years, his theory of microscopic vision, based on his discovery of the 
modifications produced in the image by the di.ITractive action of the 
object itseJf on the light by which it is illuminated - what is generally 
called the diffraction theory. This research was published in 1873 in a 
German journal, and the lirst English translation was printed in foll in 
the Proceedings of the Bristol Naturalists' Society for 187 5, with extensive 
extrncts in the Monthly Microscopical.Journal( 11, 11375 ). When Abbe died 
in 190.''>, a detailed Obituary by Julius Rhcinbcrg appeared in the 
Society's Journal. 

Like all new theories, however, Abbe's was not ,vithout its oppon
ents. On I(; ~(Wember 1904, A.E. Conrady (1866-1944) delivered a 
paper to one of the Society's ordinary meetings entitled: 'Theories of 
Microscopic Vision. (A Vindication of the Abbe Theory)'. Alexander 
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Eug·en Conrady was educated at Bonn University, and took British 
nationality in 1902. At this time he was a scientific adviser and lens 
designer to \V. Watson & Sons. In 1917 he was appointed Professor of 
Optical Design in the ncv., Technical Optics Department at lmpr,rial 
College. In his lecture, Conrady pointed out the 'the Abbr, theory has 
never been presented in a form which would appeal to practical 
microscopists', and so he set out the physical basis for the theory. Ile 
had to counter some alleged u bjcrtions to it en unciatcd by J \V. 
Gordon, who had given a long paper to the Society with what Conrady 
called 'several curious o~jcctions, each of which was put forward as 
fata.l to the i\bbe theory'. Gordon rep Ii ed, and had to be silenced bys till 
further exegesis of Abbe's theory by Conrady. 

The Society's Collection of antique microscopes - as opposed to 
those acquired for practical use- dates effectively from the purchase in 
18(il ofQuekett'sBenjamin Manin instrument l28]. Tbevalnr:of'such 
a Collection as showing the progress or the microscope's development 
was clearly recog·nized at the end of the nincleenth century by such 
powcrfu I advocates as Crisp, I\'1ayall, and N cl son. fvloreover, with such 
rapid and far-reaching improvements being constantly made to the 
optics, stands, and ar:cessorics, microscopes bought or givr,n for use as 
the latest models soon became of'historic interest. Throughout the first 
decade of the t,venticth century, the Soriely had a meticulous curator of 
what was now described as its 'Collection of Old IVlicroscopcs' in the 
person of' Charles Rousselet, and in the Annual Report for 190°1, the 
situ:1.tion with regard to the Collection was assessed as follows: 

The numerous additions of late years to the ... Collection ... 
hav('. completely filled the available space in the Cabinets; and 
owing to overcrowding none arc suitably or worthily displayed. 
l'vlorcovcr, the: Cabinets do not contain by any means the whole of 
the Society's Collf'.ction, for a number of in strum en ts still remain 
packed away in cases, and are therefore never on view. 

Clearly, the Collection was in need ofaur,ntion, but what \Vas it bcsl 
to do? The state of th<'. funds was not such that the purchase of 
additional cabinets, or the printing of a catalogue of the instruments, 
could he contemplated as a charge on the Society. The printed library 
catalogue had not sold well to Fellows on the last occasion, so the 
Council's decision was that a new cabinet kJJ' instruments and a 
catalogue would have to be a matter for 'private generosity' by the 
Fellows. The state of lhe Collection as described ahovc continued for 
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severa l years, with regula r additions in the form of g ifls. Worthy of 
special mention, if only because of its size, was the Ross binocular of 
1888, donated to the Society in 1909 by Lord Edward Spencer 
ChurchiJI [156J. I n accepting the gift with thanks, E.J.Spitta, a 
V ice-Presiden t, in the chair al the meeting of 21 April 1909, com
mented: 

A considerable change has come over the manufacture of 
microscopes since this one was made. At tha t time a man did not 
consider himself at a ll well trea ted unless he had something very 
la rge for his money ... . All this has changed in recen t years, and 
portability as well as efficiency a rc combined. 

But even such a magnificent addition failed to produce from Fellows 
the hoped-for donations towards proper housing for the Collection. At 
the beg.inning of 1911 , a fly-sheet went to Fellows with theJoumal, 
asking for subscriptions for a new show-case, but it was reported tha t 
this produced only one guinea as an immedia te response. 

Charles Frederic Rousselct ( 1854- 1922) took over as honorary 
Curator of the instrument Collection in 1898; his task was actual ly 
defined in 190 I as to make and keep up a catalogue of a ll the objects in 
his charge, and deliver an annual report to the Council on their 
condition. Rousselet worked fast after his appointment, for by 1901 he 
was able to report that the manuscript catalogue was complete. The 
problems over proper storage of the instruments took ten more years to 
sort out. In 191 0, a further effort was made to persuade Fellows to 
contribute the money necessary for new show-cases - £50 was the 
target. The Council report for I 9 I 3 refers to a new show-case, a nd for 
the first time clearly forecasts the publication of 'an illus trated 
descriptive cata logue of the unique collection of Microscopes' in the 
Society's possession. Again, there was a long delay before this intention 
could be actualized. T here can be no doubt, however, that the Society 
was proud of its Collection, and secured welcome publicity from i l. The 
Annual Report for 1909 records that 28 ins truments had been lent on 
request to the British Science Section of the Franco-Britisli Exhibition. 
A simi la;· group of instruments to illustrate 'the Evolution of the British 
Microscope' was exhibi ted, with accompanying demonstrations, a t the 
British Scien tific Products Exhibition in 1918 at King's College. 
RousseleL retired from the curatorship in 1916 because orill health, but 
it is in his elegant and legible handwriting that the first 119 entries in 
the manuscript r nvcntory arc made. All the items in this group - the 
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first s,1 being microscopes, the rest accessories - were also engraved 
with the Inventory number. 

Rousselet came of an old Huguenot family that had settled in 
Germany during the persecution of Protestants. He came to London in 
1873, and became naturalized before joining the Royal :Vlicroscopical 
Society in 1888. He made a special study of Rotifera, and pioneered 
methods of preserving and mounting specimens. The year before his 
retirement, he presented to the Society's library about a thousand 
papers and reprints from correspondents all over the world on his 
chosen suqject. 

Towards the end of the nineteenth century, then: had Leen some 
half-hearted attempts to provide for specialized groups within the 
Society by means of sections. This idea was revived in 1909, with 
provision for informal discmsion meetings on certain \Vednesdays for 
three sections: 'Brass and Glass; Bacteriology and Protozoology; and 
Pond-life'. The first of these, the section concerned with the instrument 
itself, was 'to consider and study ... the history of the Microscope, 
more particularly as illustrated by the collection of the Society .... It 
is proposed to collect and classify the material which it is hoped will 
eventually be utilized for the cataloguing and description of that 
collection.' By 1911, then.: was also a Biological Section that anno1rnccd 
a special meeting, and the Annual Report for 1912 reported that 'the 
Sectional Meetings have now fully justified their institution', the 
Biological Scr,tion having held eight meeti11gs \Vith an average 
attendance of seventeen, and the Brass and Glass Section six meetings, 
with an average attendance of eight. In 1915, there is no mention of the 
Brass and Glass St".clion, but the Biological Scction had added 
excursions to laboratories and sr,icntific institutions to its activities; 
indeed, this Section alone kept going throughout \-\'orld \Var I. 

Thc Society had, according to the robust account of its activity given 
by the Presidcnt, Edward Heron-Allen, in his Address read on Hi 
January 1918, a good war record. Apart from the achievements of 
individual Fellows in the fields of medicine and science, the Society's 
corporate efforts were directed to providing lectures and demonstra
tions in military camps. The su~jects of the courses provided were 
'lectures on naturnl and phy~ical science and on the medical and 
hygienic problems which confront the soldier'. The organizer was 
James vVibJn Ogilvie, a Fellow, who ran the ~licroscopical Section of 
the Young ~fen's Christian Association, and who had, in 1916, 
seventy-nine microscopists working with hirn. Between October 1916 
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and I\1ay 1917, this tc:am arranged 188 exhibitions, and delivered 89 
lectures. Of the lecturers, 23 were Fellows of the Society, and their war 
effort consisted of 3.14 lectures and demonstrations in the four years. 

Edvi,tnl Heron-Allen (1861--194'.1), President of the Society in 1916 
and I 917, was a Fellow from the age of thirty, and an active member of 
the Council. He was a solicitor in his family firm until he retired at fifty 
to devote himself to his study ofForarninifera, on which he published 
extensively, and for which he was elected a Fellow of the Royal Society 
in 1919. His legal expertise, business ability, and energy were or great 
service to the Socit:ty, particularly in the war years. Among many 
functions undertaken on the Society's behalf, Heron-Allen was its 
representative on the Cm~joinl Board of Scientific Socidies, set up in 
191 7 by the Royal Society to co-ordi natf'. the activities of British 

societies, and prevent undue overlap. 
During the 1920s, the Biological Section continued to meet each 

month, and a new Leather Inclmtries Section was formed in ~overnber 
1920, to 'deal with Physiology, Mycology and Bacteriology in relation 
to the Leather Industries'. The hope was expressed in the Annual 
Report for l 921 that this would be the first of a number of similar links 
between thr: Society and industry. Sections for .Metallurgy and the 
Paper Industries were set up in I 922, and, for convenience amalga
mated into a single Industrial Applications Section in 1923. Hut by the 
thirties this had faded out, and only the Biological Section survived. 

Co-operation with other scientific socictif'.s flourished in the post-war 
years. In .January 1920, a joint symposium on The Microscope: its 
Design, Construr:tion and Applications was organized at the Royal 
Society's Rooms by the Faraday Society, the Royal .Microscopir:al 
Society, thf'. Optical Society and the Photomir:rographic Society; this 
proved so successful that further sessions were held in Sheffield in 
February and in London in April. Also in 1920, thr: lnstitu tc of Physics 
was founded, with the Royal .vfieroscopical Society as one ofa number 
of' Participating Societies'. Fellows were urged to take advantage of the 
reduced fees available to _join the new Institute. 

The Society became involved at this time v,,ith the the national effort 
to re-establish manufacturing industry following the war. On 2 ~{arch 
1921, a Special :l\.1ecting of the Council resolved that a dcpu talion be 
sent from the Society to the Board of Trade in reference to the Key 
Industries Bill, about to be introduced in Parliament. The case that the 
clepu talion ,vas to present was in effect a free trade one, for it was fi.'.ared 
that 'if any prohibitive legislation wr~re passed which would prevent thr, 
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free use of the most efficient types of instrument, irrespective of its 
country of origin', this might prejudice the advance of microscopical 
science. Specifically, the anxiety was that supplies of high quality 
optical glass might fail if only British manufacturers were producing it; 
the leading· source of supply was the Zeiss works at.Jena in Germany. 
'l'hc Society suggested that the Government should provide subsidies 
over a period of years tu promote the llritis h optical glass ind us try. 

Tn 1925, the Society broke new ground by holding a residential 
Conference, combined with a Trade Exhibition, at Sheffield Uni
versity. With receptions by the Vice-Chancellor and the civic author
ities, the mornings devoted to scientific papers and the afternoons to 
visits to local firms, this was clearly an ambitious venture, attended not 
only by Fellows, but by delegates from fifty other societies and 
associations. 'J\.vo years later, in I\'farch 1927, a similar conference was 
held in Liverpool that succeeded in achieving national Press coverage. 
This \va.s on the strength of a paper about the microscopical examina
tion of the clothing from Tutankhamun's tomb, which established 
beyond doubt that the .superstition of the 'curse' that affiicted with 
strange diseases those who entered tht torn b had no foundation in the 
continued existtcnce of bacteria in the ancient linen. 

But the excitement of'Tut's Tomb', as the Daily Courier headlined it, 
was as nothing to the publicity achieved by a man who was President of 
the Society for three separate terms, Joseph Edwin Barnard ( 1870-
1919). He was elected to Fellowship in 1895, and held office as 
President 1918-1919, 1928-1929, and 1938-45, receiving an Honorary 
Fellowship of the Society the year before his dc,tth. Barnard was 
described as the last of the great amateurs, but this is a misleading term 
because it suggests the dilettante. He, and many of the other leading 
microscopists of the Victorian and Edwardian periods, did not earn 
their living as professional scientists, but their expertise and their· 
achievements were in the highest degree professional. Barnard took 
over the firm of hatters in Jermyn Street, London, founded by his 
father, and ran it with great success, so that he had both the time and 
the money to devote to his microscopical work. He was a technologist of 
the highest order, working with ultra-violet light at the ultimate 
resolution point of the light microscope. InJ uly l 925, the nail;' Express 
carried the headline: 'British Science Triumphs: Mystery Organism 
Found'. This was described as the mganism which produces cancer, 
and its discovery was attributed to the biologist, \V.E. Gye, and to lhe 
micrnscopist,J.E. Barnard, Lhcn Secretary of the Society. ~o claim was 
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made that a cure had been found, but this research wa:; regarded as 
very rnuch al the sharp end of medical science, a nd was widely 
reported. 

The first m ention of a printed catalogue of the Society's Collection 
was made in l ()13, but th c war intervened, and work recommenced in 
the 1920s. The editor of the catalogue was Alfred Norman Disney 
( 1855- 1929), a nd, as h is Obituary reports, he spent seven years 
working on the publication, meeting weekly with his two assistants, 
C .F.Hill and \V.E .Watson Baker. It had been determined to preface 
that catalogue with a history of the development of the microscope, and 
this added greatly to the labour involved. Watson Ba ker, who wrote 
Disney's Obituary, says that their collaboration started in 192 l, before 
which Hill and \Vatson Baker 

. .. had been accumulating materia l for a book upon ambitious 
lines, dealing with the microscopes and books relating thereto in 
the collection or the Society. References needed veri ficat ion, the 
whole materia l required digestion and coherence; a vasl field of 
inquiry was open, but only one with a profound knowledge of 
Latin and Creek could explore it. 

This refr:rs to the classical works on the history ol'optics, and indeed 
Disney was well-equipped to tackle the task, for he was a graduate in 
both classics and physics, and a school masler by profession. The Origin 
and Developmenl of the Microscope, As llluslraled by Catalogues of the 
lnslrumenls and Accessories, in the Colleclio11s of the Royal lvlicroscopical Sociely, 
together with Bibliographies of Original Authorities ... Preceded by An 
Histo,,ical Survey on the Early Progress of Optical Science by the Editor was 
published in M ay 1928, price 17s 6d to the public, and l 5s Lo Fellows, 
and was indeed, despite some vagaries or classification, a remarkable 
piece of work for its period , and one reflecting g reat credit on Al fred 
Disney. 

At the end of 19'.28 a bizarre episode again brought the Society into 
the news. M r C harles Lock, who had bren a paid secretary of the 

ociety for nine years, was given notice, and made a claim against his 
former employers for wrongful dismissal. The court found , however, 
that there was no case to answer, and the judge (as reported in The Star, 
23 November I 928) commented: 'These small incidents seem 
appropria te to lhe fact that dcfcndan ts are a microscopical society. Life 
would not go on if men magnified these microscopical things!' 

I t wi ll be remembered that the Society had moved from King's 
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1918-19, 192M-2!J, J:J:~8-'El. Photogrnpli dated 1923. 

College in 1890 to rooms at 20 H ;mover Square, leased for 21 years from 
the Royal IVledical and Chirurgical Soricly. vVhcn the time few 
renewing the lease approached in l 909, the .Medical Society made it 
clc:ar lhat it was going to drive ,t bard bargain. i\ £20 per annum 
increase in rent was insisted upon, together with the requirement to 
undertake repairs at the end of the lease. More unreasonably, the Royal 
i\1 icroscopical Society was obliged to accept the right or the landlords 
to cancel the lease and require vacant possession of the rooms at seven 
or at fourteen years into the lease, with six months' notice. The Society, 
with no other alternative accommodation in view, arr:cptcd these 
adverse arrangements, and signed, but this was not the end or the 
matter. The first aggravation ·was a peremptory request to give up the 
use of the lavatory adjacent to the rooms (hence the justification for Mr 
Gordon's argument against ladies attending meetings). Then new 
landlords took over, and a programme or building work was started 
that necessitated the Society moving to a different part of the building. 
Meanwhile, the increased rent ·was biting, and the Council decided that 
refreshments at meetings could no longer be afforded. Attempts v,'lTe 
made in 1911 to sec:ure rooms in the building being altered for the use of 
the Royal Geographical Soc:iety in Kensington Gore, but this came to 
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35 Display card, c. 1936, prepared by J.E. Barnard and l'.V. Wdch, ~atiomtl 
ln~ritutt'. for Met.lira\ Rcsrarch, llamµ~tcad. 

nothing. So the Society had no real choice but to continue at Hanover 
Square, wltirh it did until the expiry of the second lease in 1931. 

At a Special General Meeting called in ivlay 1930, it was announced 
that the Society was about to move house. The lease at '.20 Hanover 
Square, renewed with such problems in 1910, was to expire fully the 
fr.lllowing year. \Vith great difficulty, alternative premises had been 
found in the British Medical Association's house in Tavistock Square. 
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This accommodalion was rlescribed hy the President as 'palatial 
q uarlr.rs ', designed to incrtasc the Society's stalus, and providt fi..lr 
extended activities, even though rent would still he payable at Hanover 
Square for more than six months. The President at lhc time of the move 
was Reginald Ruggles Gates ( 1882-1962), a Cana<lian by birth, and a 
leading biologist and geneticist. He camr to London in 1912, and in 
1921 was appointrd head of the botany department at King's Collrge. 
In the latter part o/'his lifr, he turned to lhc sl udy of eugenics, travelling 
widely to cont.inuc his studies of racr.. 

In its new home, the Society's mcrn bcrship increastd, and the Journal 
flourished. It was noted with satisfaction that moving rosts and ne\v 
furnishing expenses had been met out ol' income, The Biological 
Section, the only ont to hold n.:g-ular meF-tings over an extended period, 
remained in existence and produced an Annual Report. The Coller:
tion, well displayed in the spacious new rooms., continued to atlract 
inttrest that must have been stimulated by the publication, in 1932, of 
The Jii.rlmy of the Aficroscope ComJiiled ji-otn Original lnslrumenls and 
Documents uj; to the lntrotl11ctio11 of the Achromatic 1'1icro.1co/!e by R. S. Clay 
and T.H. Court. Dr Reginald StanlF-y Clay (1869-195'1) joinF-d tht 
Society in 1924, was elected Presidenl fr>r 1936 and 1937, and an 
Honorary Fellow in l950. He ,vas a sr:hool master who movtd inln 
higher td11G1tion, and became Princip,tl of the Northtrn Polytechnic. 
His subject was physics, and his lifrlong interest and study was optics 
and the early microscopF-. He amassed a considtrablt collection of 
antique microscopes, acquiring many at the sale ol'thc Crisp collection, 
and he ·worked closely with Thomas H. Court, an antique dealer, ,vho 
also possessF.d a large private collection or microscopes. The Clay 
collection \Vas eventually acquired by lhe :'vt uscum of the History ol' 
Science al Oxford, and the Court instruments went to the Science 
:\1useurn in London. The two men collaborated to wrilt 'J.'/ze llis!ory of 
lite lvficroscope whose short li tic is misleading, sin ct the major period of 
lhc dcvclopment of lhe microscope is not deall with. Jn addition, 
neither author was an historian, and their account of the London 
instrumenl trade is inaccurate and nmN largely supcrceded. ~everthe
less, the book was a stimulus to intr.rest in the history oftht instrumF-nl, 
and l.o r.ollccting old microscopes. 

The great event that the Society began to look forwanl l.o during the 
decade was the 1 !J'.-19 Centenary oft ht foundation. The Annual Report 
for 19'.17 contained plans for the event, which was to consist ofa two-day 
meeting in October. ThF-rt was to be 'an exhibition of historical 
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instruments (as many as possible set up lo show the successive 
improvcrrn.:nt in performance), together wilh Fellows' exhibits'. The 
December issue of the Journal was to be a Centenary Number, 
containing lhe President's historical address, and a description of the 
Centenary Meeting and its exhibits. British and foreign institutions 
were to he invited to send delegates. Funding was discussed, and it was 
agreed that the additional cost of the Centenary number of the Journal 
could be met from funds, while a guarantee fund should be raised for 
contingencies. 

But it was not to be. In the September 1939 issue of the Journal, the 
following announcement was published: 

Consequent upon the outbreak of' War, the celebration of the 
Society's Centenary in October, 1939, is postponed, and a further 
notification will be issued in due course. 

l t was also announced that ordinary meetings might have to be 
curtailed because of lighting and transport restrictions in London, but 
that the journal would be published as usual. In l 940, only one ordinary 
meeting was held, and the Council sought permission from the Privy 
Council to suspend its Annual Meeting for 1941 because of the war. 
The offices and the library, however, remained open, and both were 
busy dealing with technical queries. One major problem confronted the 
Society: should steps be taken to move the Collection to some place or 
places ofgrealer safrty during the bombing of London? It was decided 
that some at least of the microscopes should be moved, and the 
Secretary produced a 'Memorandum and Register', bearing a seal, 
recording where parts of the Collection had been deposited 'for safe 
custody on behalf of the Society during the period of National 
emergency'. Those accepting the items were stated to have no liability 
for them for loss or damage due to enemy action. The President and the 
Secretary both took charge of some items, as did Messrs Kodak at their 
Harrow works. The Peters machine [ 430 J went to a strong room at the 
Westminster Bank in Tavistock Square, while the rest was packed 
away in various parts of the BMA building. 

Following its meeting in 1941 at which these arrangements were 
finalized, the Council met only twice more during the war years, once in 
1942 and once in 1943, while no meeting was held in 1941. The second 
World \Var hit the Society much harder than the first. Meetings were 
discontinued, and the publication of the Journal was much disrupted. 
For instance, volume 62 for 1942 was issued in two parts totalling 150 
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Con.equcL1t upon the outbreak of War the celebration of the 
Society's Centen,,ry in October next is postponed and a further 
notification will be issued in due course. 

Owing to th~ lighting and tran8port restrictions in the prevailing 
National emergency it may be found necessary for the time being to 
curtail the number of Ordinary Meetings normally held in London 
<luring the session, and notice of such meetings will be forwarded to 
Fellow• as convened. 

In view of the important service rendered by the Society's 
Journal arrangements are being made co continue publication as usual, 
and original p~pers tu~cther with those already connlbuted in contem• 
p larion of the Society', Centenary will be published in t:nsuing issues. 

C. TIERNEY, 
Septcmbe.-, 19 39 Secret4ry. 

36 The circular of September 1939 a11nou11cing- the cancellation of th~ Centenary 
c.clchrations. 

pages in all. In the Treasurer's Report printed in that volume, C. F.Hill 
commented: 

... the audit has been effected under exceptionally difficult and 
hazardous conditions, during which the premises of the auditors 
were completely destroyed by enemy action, involving the total 
loss of the Society's books of accounts and records covering a 
period of several years. 

There was also much delay m publishing the journal. Volume 65, 
which bears the date 191-5, was published with the four parts together 
in November 191-7; it amounted to only 54 pages. The next volume was 
two years late, and the following one a year late. It was not until the 
publication in November 1948 that the schedule returned to normal. 
The finances ofthejournal wen~ naturally affected by the temporary loss 
ofa large part of the world-wide circulation, coupled with increasingly 
heavy printing costs. Fortunately, however, the Treasurer was able to 
report that the shortfall in funds had been made good by voluntary 
donors. The Annual Report for 1946 was printed in that volume, and 
recorded that the Society had returned to normal activity, with nine 
meetings of the Council and eight Ordinary 1\/lcctings. The Honorary 
Editor had returned from the services, but paper was still in short 
supply for printing the.Journal. On the credit side, however, then umber 
ofFellows was sustained, and even modestly increased during the war. 
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37 The illuminated Address presented by Council to King George 
V, Patron of the Society, on their Majesties' Silver Jubilee, 1935. 

PRIVY PURSE OF'F'ICE. 

SUCKINCHAM PALACE.a.w. 

3rd AJ)ril 1935 . 

Dear Sir, 

l ~m oomm&nded by lha K:ng ~o in£or,n you 

th~t Hi& Majes~y h.:Le baell g~~oiously pleased to 

gra.nt his Pe..-t;rona.ge to t·he Boya.1 M.icroscopice..l 

Society. 

Yonre. truly> 

The Preejdent, 
Roye.l t,tl croac,c,-pi cal :;;oc i ety, 
B .Y:: • .A.. House, 
Tavistock S<::.us.re ~ 
'tl .C.l. 

/v l ;, , ,.. ..... .-.1.-~ 

Keeper of the Privy Purse , 

38 The acceptance of th!': Patronage to the Socif:ty by King Edward 
VIII, 3 April 1936. The King ruled fo, less than one year, from 20 January 

to 11 December 1936. 



CHAPTER6 

A New Beginning: Forty Years to 1989 

The 1950s were a period of tramition for the Royal Microscopical 
Society, which was laler described by Dr V.E. Cosslett (in his John 
Innes Lecture al Micro 78) as in the process at that time of 'slowly 
emerging from the brass-and-glass era'. \i\1hat the Society had to come 
to terms with was, quite simply, the triumphant appearance on the 
scene of the ck(:tron microscope in the immediate post-war years. With 
hindsight, what should have happened was a successful take-over of 
electron microscopy by the Society, but instead, the Institute of Physics 
took the initiative with its EM Group, started in 1946. Dr Cosslett 
himself ran Summer Schools on electron microscopy at the Cavendish 
Laboratory in Cambridge for several years, and was closely involved in 
International EM Conferences at Delft in 1949, and Paris in 1950. 
Meanwhile, all that Lhe Society could do was to include abstracts on 
electron microscopy in thejournalfrom 1949, until it was persuaded to 
help in the organization of the third International EM Conference in 
London in 1954, and to publish, two years later, a fat volume of the 
Proceedings of that Conference, which continued to sell for many years. 
By 1961, Cosslett was President of the Society, holding office for three 
years, and in July 1962, the first Symposium devoted to electron 
microscopy and organized exclusively by and for the Society was held 
in Oxford. Dr Cosslett remarked in his opening address that the 
Symposium on Cytochemic:al Progress in Electron Microscopy was 
'symptomatic of the efforts of the Society to detat:h itself from its 
Victorian origins and catt:h up with modern microscopy'. The 
Proceedings of this conference were published and sold separately by the 
Society. The following year, a second Symposium, this time on 
Botanical Applications of Electron Microscopy was organized, again at 
Oxford. The Society continued, as with light microscopy, to lay 
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emphasis on the techniques of using the instrument rather than simply 
on its appli<.:ations. The process of coming to terms with the electron 
microscope was fostered by the support of such a pioneer of electron 
microscopy as Dr Cosslett, and culminated with the establishment of 
an Electron Microscopy Section within the Society in 1965. 

Meanwhile, at a more domestic level, the Society was busy getting 
under way again aft.er the disruption of the war. Another move was 
accomplished in 1950, to the British Medical Association's new 
building, Tavistock House South, which was admirably commodious, 
but required a much higher rent. The result was an increase in the 
annual subscription from 2 guineas to 3 guineas. The Society's style in 
those shoestring days is caught by Gilbert Hartley in one of his 
'Cyclops' Cave' contributions to the I'roceedinf!,J (24, pt 1, 1989): 

The move [to Tavistock House South] was a picnic. We could not 
afford professional removers, and a volunteer squad of Fellows 
manhandled all our collections. There was a lift most of the time. 
The job took two days, and I remember standing in the lift entirely 
submerged in the funerary pyramidal boxes of Culpeper micro
scopes and wondering whether Dr Ludford might be exercising 
his impish sense of humour by organizing a return flow of them 
while I was stowing· the current consignment. In the prevailing 
condition of cheerful mutual support which pervaded the Fel
lowship, it would have been quite possible. 

Everyone apparently felt the need to indulge in social activity as part 
of the return to peacetime normality. Soin~es and conversaziones were 
resumed, and 1948 saw no frwcr than five different exhibitions 
mounted, most of them on historical themes. The Coronation in 1953-
Queen Elizabeth ll had consented to bet:ome the Society's Patron -
was celebrated by a special two-day reception and exhibition in.June, 
followed by two afternoons of demonstrations, open to the public. 1n 
the same year, the first Scourfield Memorial Lecture was held, thanks 
to a bequest to the Society by David Joseph Scourfield (1866-1949), 
who had served for long periods on the Council, as a Vice-President, 
and as Honorary Secretary during World War I. Scourfield was a civil 
servant by profession, and a keen microbiologist, whose great achieve
ment was to establish the Freshwater Biological Association (later to be 
taken over by the Ministry of Agriculture), with laboratories on Lake 
Windermere. 

The post-war period, when science became for the first time fully 
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professionalized, saw the Society's Scr.tions rnmc into their own. The 
Biological Section had been the only steady success story from the 
inter-war years, and to this were added in the 19S0s a Film Section, 
under which a considerable film library was built up for loan and hire; 
and an Industrial Section, which the Council was clearly keen to 
encourage because of the membership potential in industrial laborator
ies, but which had little success in arranging meetings. The first of the 
modern Sections to be founded was the Histochemical and Cytochem
ical Section, which still occupies a unique position as the only British 
Society for histochemistry. A proposal for such a Section was put in a 
letter to Council by Dr A.J. Hale of St Thomas's Hospital Medical 
School, Dcpartmcn t of Pa tho logy. Council met Dr Hale on 20 February 
1963, and was sympathetic to his proposal, appointing there and then a 
'Formation and Drafting Committee' composed of Dr Hale as Con
venor, with Dr S.Bradbury and Dr G.A. Meck ,ts members. At a 
Special General :Meeting on 20 November, l963, the By-laws were 
amended to allow for the formation of Sections with rules for the 
election of Section Members, who were not required to be Fellows, and 
who paid a fifth ofa Fellow's subscription (one guinea instead of five). 
In later years, however, it became expedient to drop this category of 
member. The inaugural meeting was held on 23 April, 1964·, and the 
first business meeting in September l %5: Professor A.G.E.Pearse was 
elected Chairman. 

After a proposal to Council on 6.January 1965 by Dr Cosslctt, and an 
exploratory meeting on 3 February, it was decided to launch an 
Electron Microscopy Section to be concerned with biological research 
and its instrumentation. The inaugural meeting was held on 1 October 
196:'i, and Dr Audrey Glauert was elected Chairman. There followed in 
1967 the Materials Section (founder Chairman Dr B.Ralph), and in 
1978, the Light Microscopy Section (founder Chairman P.C.Robin
son). In 1988 fission occurred, from which came the Histochemistry 
Section and the Cytometry Section (founder Chairman Dr M. 
Ormerod). In effect, the Sections are small societies that alone would 
not be viable, but with a central organization provided by the RMS 
headquarters they are enabled to flourish, and, indeed, find mutual 
benefit. From the Sections have come some of the Society's recent 
officers. Audrey Glaucrt was its first woman President in 1970 and 
1971, Tony Pearse succeeded her, and Brian Ralph was also President 
from l 978 to 1979, while Phil Robinson has held office as Honorary 
Secretary. 
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39 O n tlu.: way 10 open :\,Iicro 66 a t Impcl'ial College: 1:-1 RH l'rincc Philip, Duke of 
Edinburgh, Presirlent_: J otu, Bunyan, Vice Presiden t ( President 1958-60); Professor 
P.J\11.S. Hlacketl , Pn~sident of the Royal Society, C H, Nobel La ureate; Dr Savilc 

Bradbury, Honorary Sc.crt'tary. 

40 HRH The Duke of l<:dioburgh, President 1966, pre:.cnts tht' Honorary 
Fellowship Diplo ma to Profrss0r l\lf.G. Lozinski, Laboratory of High-T emperature 
!\-id.allography, Insti tute for the Stud>• of Mad ,inf'.s, 1\ loscow, at the opening of the 
Conference 'The l<olc. of the fa'licroscope in Scientific Investigation', 18 July 1966. 



Conferences of more than one day's duration, and held in a va rie ty of 
locations, are a.n imporlant part of the organization of modern science
and one that Lhc Society could not ignore. Appropriate] y, in view of the 
link the Society provides between light and electron microscopy, a 
two-day meeLing was held in 1960 in J ,ceds on the co-ol'<lin;.i_tion or the 
two instruments, and the Proceedings were published as Part '.-$ or the 
Journal in O ctober of Lh.tt year. i\cr.ommoda l.ion was provided at 1,ccds 
Universi ty, a nd the conforence was jointly sponsored by the Society 
and thr. I nstitme or Physics Efvl Group. The next event "vas even more 
ambiti<rns, being nothing less than the first Amerir.an meeting of the 
Society, held at Bethesda, M aryland, 7--9 April 1%3. This was to mark 
t he: Tercentenary of the .tvl ic:roscope in Living Biology, referring to the 
pioneering n:scarch of Antoni van J ,ceuwenhock ( 1632- 1723) with his 
simple microscope.· J'hc organization was in the hands o/John Bunyan, 
member of Council and Secretary of the Biological Section, and the 
conference was chaired by the Society's President, Dr Cosslett.. The 
Pmaedings ,vere published in the .f1mrnal, and also issued separately. 

Then it was time to pn:parc for an event that would compensate for 
the opport11nit.y missed in 19'.19 because of lite ou tbreak of war to 

r.dcbrate the centenary of the Sor.icty's founding. The r.enl.cnary of the 
granting of the Society's Royal Charter fdl in 1966, and this was to he 
marked in a style of which the Victorian founding fathers would have 
approved. In the cou rse of the year there were to be three symposiums 
and two international conferen ces. The first meeting was on H ist.oric,11 
Aspects of .:\iicroscopy, which was licld in Ox!'ord in :v-farch, and 
organized by Savile Bradhmy and Ccrard Turner. The two Sections 
were each responsib le for a two-day meeting, the (irst in Birmingham at 
the end oflVlarch, on Elccrron ),,1i<:roscope Studies on the lliosynthesis 
and Assembly of Fibrous Prolcins, and the second in Sheffield in 
mid-April on Fluorescence :vktl10ds in l listochemist.ry. The main 
event of the Centenary year· was an Internationa l Conference hdd in 
London 1B to 22 July 19fifi, opened by IIRH The Duke of Edinburgh, 
who had also consented to be President for the year, and who had been 
elected an I Tonorary Fellow. The subject of the conferen<:<: was The 
Role of the Microscope in Scientific Investigation, and linked with it 
was a large trade exhibition, as well as a display of historical 
microscopes a nd apparatw; from the collection. The scientific m<~Cl.ing 
was attended by some 700 Fello1.vs, Sec.ti on ::Vfemhcrs, and visitors, and 
over 5,000 attended the trade exhibition. In the Annual Rf'.port, the 
year \.vas assessed thus: 
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... lhe Royal Charter Centenary Celebrations have been almost 
an unqualified success. They have certainly confirmed the Society 
as a leading international forum for the presentation and 
discmsion of discoveries and developments in the field of 
microscopy. 

The 'almost' referred to the failure to complete all tht'. plaum~J 
arnrngcrncnts for the year. Attempts to organize a transatlantic 
confrrencc to mark the Centenary, though vigorously pursued, were 
finally vetoed by the Council as a dangerous overstretching of the 
Society's resources. 

The surge in the Society's activity that culminated in thr, Brthesda 
Conference and the Centenary celebrations was largely due to the 
energy of john Bunyan, President l 9-''l8 lo l 9GO. An engaging portrait of 
the man is supplied by Gilbert Hartley (ProcRMS, 24, pt l, 1989): 

He was a large extrovert, fairly radiating bonhomie; he had served 
in the navy as a dental Commander but was best known for the 
Bunyan Bag, a device for treating severely burned limbs. He 
collected microscopes, and had great ideas for enhancing the role 
of the Royal Microscopical Society, which was plainly becoming 
comatose, by developing an I nstitu le or:tVIicroscopy with teaching 
facilities and collections; his constant but fallacious claim was that 
money was available if the right sources were tapped, and that he 
knew how to do it. He had strong connections in the United 
States, and arranged the first RMS meeting jointly with the US 
Public Health Department at Bethesda .... His gift for public 
relations may be seen from the list of people involved, from 
President Kennedy down; for the Charter Centenary he involved 
the Royal Family. 

The year 1966 also saw the first publication of the Proceedings of the 
Royal Microscopical Society, under the joint editorship ofS. Bradbury and 
R. Ross. This was to be, in effect, a house journal, to appear quarterly, 
carrying infrJrmation about meetings, and other matters of in tcrest to 
the Fellowship, articles of general and historical content, and the 
Annual Report. Volume 2 Part I ( 1967) contained all the papers read 
at the Oxford conference, and these subsequently appeared in book 
form under the title Historical Aspects of Miaoscopy, edited by Savile 
Bradbury and Gerard Turner, and distributed by Hcffors of Cam
bridge. In the Annual Report for 1968, it was reported that the 
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Proceedings was to have an Editorial Board, consisting- of the Editor, the 
Honorary Secretary, the secretaries of the Sections, and an editor for 
New Equipment (a special section describing microscopes and acces
sories presently on the market). The role of the Proceedings was seen as of 
great importance in maintaining links between the Council, the 
administration, and the Fellowship, especially those overseas or not 
attending meetings regularly. It was produced in house from 1970, and 
printed by offset litho, but with a steadily improved appearance. 

The combination in the Centenary year of scientific conference and 
trade exhibition proved so successful in terms both of prestige and hard 
cash, that it was decided to organize another such event in 1970, and 
this inaugurated a series held at two-year intervals throughout the 
seventies ,md eighties. All these were given the name 'Micro', a 
convenient and memorable omnibus word for the combined event. The 
name was, however, first used by the Society in l 958 for an exhibition 
(which had no trade content) of photography with the microscope that 
ran for a week inj uly at the Regent Street Polytechnic in London. This 
early Micro did, however, anticipate the later ones hy using publicity to 
attract as many visitors as possible. The ever-increasing level of 
organization needed for the Micro series could only be managed if the 
Society had a well-established office, and the problem ofachieving such 
a state of affairs became a pressing one from the mid-sixties. 

As has been rckrred to in earlier chapters, the Society was never 
fortunate enough to be granted grace-and-favour accommodation as 
had a number of the scientific societies founded in the Victorian p_eriod. 
This meant that the Royal Microscopical Society faced regular 
problems of increased rent and moves. In the post-war period, 
inflation, and soaring rents in London forced the Council to face two 
major cl1anges in the Society's organization: the possibility of buying 
premises, and the possibility of moving out of London. These two 
suggestions were put to the Fellowship in the form of a ballot, the 
results of which were disclosed in October 1966. There was a strong 
vote in favour of raising a mortgage to acquire freehold premises; a 
much closer vote in favour of moving the ofhce, library, and collections 
out of London, provided all meetings were still held in the metropolis. 
One idea considered was to reduce the burden of rent by reducing the 
amount of space required, and this could be achieved by finding an 
al tern a ti ve home for the collections. N ego ti a tions were opened with the 
Museum of the History ofScience at Oxford, and an agreement to place 
the Collection of microscopes there on loan was reached at the 
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beginning of 1967. Tn the spring of that year, two different sets of offices 
owned by the British Optical Association in London were considered, 
and compared with spacious premises in Oxford. The London 
alternatives were either cramped, or, al £1500 per annum, very 
expensive. The rooms at Canterbury Ilnuse, Cowley Road, Oxford, 
were large enough to accommodate office, library, and collections, for a 
rent of£l000 a year. The move was decided upon, and accomplished in 
the autumn of 1967. 

'I 'he move brought all sorts of attendant changes in its wake. Though 
Council meetings continued to be held in London, the regular monthly 
meetings gradually declined in attendance in favour of one-day 
meetings held in varioU8 academic centres. Perhaps inevitably, the 
library and the collections were little used in Oxford by Fellows. In 
April 1970, the Collection of historic microscopes and accessories was 
transferred on loan to the Museum of the I listory of Science at Oxford, 
thereby creating the largest combined group of antique microscopes in 
the world. In the same year, it was decided 'to negotiate the transfer of 
the books to a historical im Li tution where they can be kept together'. 
The Annual Report for l 971 reported that 'the Library was sold as a 
unit to the University of Oxford, thus avoiding both its dispersal and its 
removal from Oxford'. The library and the Collection arc both housed 
in the Museum of the History of Science, which occupies the 
magnihcen t huilding in Broad Street, Oxford, opened in 1683 for the 
Ashmolean Museum. Disposing of the library made possible another 
move, this time to much more compact and central offices at Clarendon 
House, Cornmarkct Street, Oxford. Immediately following this move, 
the Executive Secretary, who had come with the Society to Oxford, was 
dismissed for neglect of duties, and in August 1971, Lt. Col. P.G. 
Fleming, was appointed Administrator, a post which he held until 
1988. In December 1974 came the Society's most momentous move, to 
its first freehold premises in a large, Edwardian house in St Clements, 
just east of Magdalen Bridge, popularly known as Snowflake House. 

The reorganization which followed the move tu Oxford also brought 
changes to the Journal. From .January I 969, Blackwell's Scientific 
Publications took over the publication of the Journal, which was 
re-named the Journal of Aficroscopy. · !'he new Journals u bs ti tu ted six parts 
a year li:.ir the previous quarterly publication, but numbering followed 
sequentially from the old Journal (sec Appendix 6). An Editorial Board 
was also formed, whose members took over much or the responsibility 
for refereeing papers, with the aim of raising standards. Quick 
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41 Tlie ChartP-r Centennial pr~scn1atio11 8hield 
from the New York Microscopical Socicry, 1966. 

12 Audrey M. Glaunt, President l!J70--7 l. 

publication, within four to six rnon ths, was offr.rcd to contributors, with 
the additional facility to have short accounts of work not meriting a full 
paper published in a new section entitled 'Short Technical Notes'. At 
this time, the Society agreed with the International Society for 
Stcrcology that the Journal would offer a vehicle for publication of 
papers by stereologists, whose work has always been of interest to 
microscopists. This link, together with a flush of papers resulting from 
Micro 70, enabled the Journal to survive with minimum disruption the 
sudden increase in the number of parts issued, which, of course, 
required a marked increase in material available for publication. In 
1972, Brian Ralph and Patrick Echlin succredcd Geoffrey Meek and 
Bob Ross as Editors. The latter's retirement marked the end of a 
partir.ul arly long period of service to the Society's publications, for Ross 
had first become a joint Editor in 1952. From 1973, the journal went, as 
Pat Echlin later put it, 'from strength to strength'. In that year it was 
decided that three volumes of three issues each should he published in a 
year, of which not more than one issue in any volume was to be 
specialized. From the beginning of 1981 the journal was published in 
monthly parts with four volumes a year. This increased the number of 
pages published in a yrar, which soon exceeded the number published 
in the 1880s - but now not packed with abstracts. hi the most recent 
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43 Dr V.E. Cosslett is awarded tbe Duddell Medal (joiHtly with Dr K.C.A. Smith), 
in 1ecog11ilion of outstanding ad1icvcmcnj in dc~igning and constructing the 
CaveHdisl1 750k V electron mir:roscopr, at the \~)71 Annual Dinner of the Institute of 
Physics. Mr C.1.'E. Turner, Honorary Ser:retary (President 1974-75), Dr V.E. Cos-

slett (President 1961-63), D1· A.M. Gbuert, !'resident. 

44 The presentation of the first Glauert ::Vledal to Dr Gillian Bullock, CIBA 
Laboratories, awarded at the 11-1icrogrnphic Competition held in conjunction with 
Micro 72, 10-11 April 1972. Mr G.L'E. Tun1er, Honorary Secretary, Dr 
A.M. Glauerl, Vice President, Dr l'J. Aurnonier,Judge, Dr G.R.1\ullock (President 
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year, 1988, the total of printed pages is 1644; with colour pla tcs and the 
'rapid publication' section, the g-ranrl total is 1711 pages. 

Any problems that arose were in the publishing and rlistribution, not 
in the supply ofhigh-q uality material. In 1985, it ,vas decided to change 
from letterpress printing to the oflset lithographic procrss, a change 
resisted for several years because of frars that the quality ofrcprod uc
tion, particular! y of illustrations, wou Id deteriorate. Once it was clear 
that standards could be maintained, the change could, and did, lead to 
greater efficiency with economy. Gerard Turner's comment, made in 
his Presidential Address of 1976, is still as true thirtern years later: 'The 
RMS.Journal is by far the most important one of its type in the world, 
and rellects great credit on the Society and on the editors'. 

The success of the Journal was only a part, though a very important 
one, of the Society's regeneration in the late sixties and early seventies. 
A leading architect of this recovery was Peter J.Stoward, Treasurer 
from 1967 to l!J72, and thereafter a Vice President. At the time of his 
retirement as Treasurer, the following tribute was paid to his work: 
'His business acumen, untiring energy, and meticulous attention to 
detail have resulted in a remarkable improvement in the financial 
health of the Society'. \Vith the help of an advisory committee, Peter 
Stoward completely revised the Society's investments, negotiated the 
contract to publish the journal with Blacbvell 's Sci cntific Publications, 
and reorganized the staffing and operation of the office. v\lith the 
support of Audrey Glauert as President and Gerard Turner as 
Honorary Secretary, he also coped successfully with the problems 
resulting from the dishonesty of the Execu Live Secretary, and the hiatus 
before Peter Fleming took over as Administrator in 1971. All this was 
achieved while he continued to occupy his university post al Dundee, 
and to edit the HislochemicalJourna!. 

From its earliest days, the Society has regarded education as one of 
its main functions. This was achieved informally when Fellows met 
each month Lo compare notes on their work, and such regular meetings 
only ceased after World \Var I I. Now Fellows were widely scattered 
and employed in universities, colleges, and industrial laboratories, 
making meetings of one or more days' duration, in a variety of 
locations, the best means of exchanging knowledge and of teaching. 
From the mid-sixties onwards, a growing number of courses have been 
organized by the Society's office, many related to the special interests of 
the Sections. The Society has also given its attention to providing mon: 
formalized education in microscopy, from school to post-graduate 
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level. Perhaps the most successful of the general educational courses 
run by the Society have been the annual light microscopy courses run 
from 1972, first at Brunel University, and more recently at Oxford. It 
was then thought that for the Society to award its own diplomas would 
both encourage and suitably reward attendance at courses. In 1973, the 
Diploma of the Royal Microscopical Society - DipRMS - was 
instituted. To qualify, it was necessary to be a Fellow of the Society, and 
either to hold a medical or science degree, or have seven years' 
experience of microscopy. The standard requirement then was to 
attend three of the Society's courses, including two that were advanced 
or specialized, over up to three years; to submit a thesis; and to undergo 
a viva voce examination. The success of this post-graduate qualification 
turned the Council's attention to the possibility ofa similar Diploma for 
technicians, which the Society had been asked to implement by the 
British Joint Committee for Electron Microscopy as the result of a 
survey in 1971 by Dr Jan Sikorski of Leeds University. The TechRMS 
finally received approval from the Department of Education in l 975, 
the first course being held at Southall Technical College and Brunel 
University. This example of collaboration between institutions owed a 
great deal to Barry Fookes of Brunel. Those attending the course were 
day-release students, and its duration was two years, with the first year 
devoted to g-eneral microscopy, and the second to specialization in 
either biology or material science. Another important aspect o[ 

education not neglected by the Society has been the publication of 
textbooks. A series of Microscopy Handbooks was proposed in the 
l970s, but with all the potential authors heavily committed, it was not 
until 1984 that the first o[ the series appeared: An Introduction to the 
'Ojitical Microscope by Savile Bradbury. Now, under the Editorship of 
Christopher Hammond, the list of Handbooks totals seventeen (at 
March 1989), and they are published for the Society by Oxford 
University Press. 

The Society's recovery in the early seventies has been steadily 
consolidated. To this end, the acquisition of its own freehold premises 
has largely contributed, since this has made possible the gradual 
growth of a well-staffed and electronically equipped office, from which 
large events can he run successfully. Eight Micros have been org-anized 
from Snowflake House, St Clements, increasing both the scientific 
standing and the financial resources of the Society. More recently, 
conferen ccs have been organized on behalf of in temational organiza
tions. In 1980, the Society ran the International Histochemistry 
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45 Nev's cartoon of Gerard Turner published in the Proreedin1;s,Jnly 1978, with the 
caption: 'Now then! where was I before the RMS came along?' 

Congress, as well as the 13th Meeting of the International Metallo
graphical Society, while in 1988, it provided the administration for the 
9th European Electron Microscopy Congress at York. All this has been 
achieved at the expense of devoted hard work, not only by the paid staff, 
but by Fellows working in an honorary capacity. Tribute has been paid 
to the Editors of the journal, and to some of the officers. One Honorary 
Treasurer has been singled out, and Peter Stoward's successor in this 
office has also given long and devoted service. Clive Cowen took over 
this essential and demanding post in 1972, and has held it, with one 
year's gap, to the present. Fortunately resident near Oxford, he has 
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paid meticulous attention to all the Society's financial and administra
tive activities, as well as giving much time to improving the content and 
appearance of the Proceedings. The 'New Equipment' section, his 
particular care, is generally reckoned to rival the trade magazines. The 
roll-call of the Society's Presidents has continued to incl udc leading 
scientists, but now from a wider range of disciplines, and very much 
still in the full flood of their achievement. In 1986, the Society elected its 
first President from Europe, Professor.J.S. Plorm of Leiden University 
in The Netherlands. Bas Ploem is a pioneer in computer-assisted image 
cytometry with biomedical applications, internationally known for his 
rrsrarch. 

'J'hrough much effort and hard work, combined with some good luck, 
the Royal Microscopical Society has weathered changes that have 
killed off, or reduced simply to social dubs, many of the long-standing 
learned societies. Some still-remembered aspects of the earlier days of 
the Society have had to go, but its vitality remains, as docs its capacity 
to secure devoted voluntary work. It has an accepted scientific role to 
play in the modern world, just as it had in 1839 when the optical 
microscope was coming to its maturity, and the electron microscope 
undreamt of. To have retained such a position through a century and a 
half of massive and rapid change is no mean achievement. 
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CONCLUSION 

The foregoing chapters arc a simple chronicle of the life of the 
:\1icroscopical Society of London, and then the Royal :\iicroscopical 
Society, over L"lO years. They describe how the Society was run, who 
were the main actors on its stage, how it adapted its activity to changing 
timt8. The story has been told in what historians would describe as an 
extcrnalist style, that is, concentrating on practical, administrative 
matters, and on the Society's interaction with the world at large. An 
internalist approach would have concentrated on the papers read to the 
Society and published in the Journal, and on the way in which the 
Society, through its m cm hers, influenced the dcvdopment of microsco
pical science. To carry out the latter task properly would have required 
a serious, academic study less appropriate to the anniversary occasion 
of this popular history. But it is to be hoped that at some future time the 
appropriate research may be carried out for such a study. The 
discerning reader, however, should be able to draw from this factual 
account some conclusions about the Society's influence on the progress 
of science. 

It is possible to pick out certain crucial turning points in the Society's 
history. It was founded at the time when .J ..J. Lister's research on the 
lens system of the microscope turned what was simply a philosophical 
or recreational instrument into a fully scientific one. Forty years on, the 
optics of the microscopical image were for the first time fully explained 
by the physicist, Ernst Abbe, and the Society's membership surgerl, as 
its Journal becamr. fully established. The Edwardian period and the 
inter-war years were a time of dogged survival rather than achieve
ment, but with the growth of the specialist Si>ctions from 1961, the 
move to Oxford in 1967, and the acquisition of freehold premises in 
1971, the Society managed to make the fimdamental transformation 
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from a Victorian London-based club to an international scientific 
association. 

This change affected all aspects of its activity, scientific, social, and 
organizational. Scientifically, it had to take account of the way science 
works in the second halfofthe twentieth century: highly institutional
ized, multi-disciplinary, international. It also had to accommodate the 
new instruments, and new applications of old ones: the electron 
microscope, and fluorescence microscopy, to give two examples. 
Socially, regular evenings meetings in London were replaced by 
conferences and courses, with emphasis on the Sections that were 
societies within the Society. It has been through its publications that 
the Society has kept itself visible for the past thirty years: the Journal 
which reaches an international readership with the very latest develop
ments in science, and the Proceedings, intended to keep all the Fellows in 
touch with the affairs of the Society. A growing administrative staff is 
needed to organize conferences, and produce and distribute the 
publications, and this is a trend likely to intensify, with the possibility of 
in-house publication. Such administrative growth was only possible 
once the Society had acquired its own premises. 

Of the problems that have retarded the Society's growth or tarnished 
its image at certain periods in its history, the most serious has been the 
lack of a permanent home. Had it been possible to win the prize of 
grace-and-favour accommodation in London after the granting of the 
Roya] Charter, the story of the RMS might have been very diflcrent. It 
would certainly have gained in status and stability, but it might have 
sacrificed something in initiative, and in the voluntary effort of Fellows. 

A fundamental crisis was narrowly averted after World War 11, 
when the Society only just managed to climb on to the electron 
microscopy bandwagon. Had it failed to do so, it would have had little 
chance of attracting professional scientists to the Fellowship. Its 
multi-disciplinary role could well have become a disadvantage as 
science divided into an increasing number of self-contained branches, 
each with its specialized professional institution. But the Society met 
this by organizing national and international meetings on specialist 
topics. There was also the creation of a policy on education. Courses 
were offered leading to recognized qualifications, the DipRMS and the 
TechRMS. Microscopy Handbooks were launched in 1984 in conjunction 
with Oxford University Press, and a Dictionary of terms used in 
microscopy in English, German, and French was published in March 
1989 by the Nomenclature Committee. 
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On balance, however, the advantages of the Society's wide-ranging 
scientific inten:sts have greatly outweighed its drawbacks. Science has 
always been a group activity, and from the very beginning the 
Microscopical Society of London brought together scientists from 
di.llcrent disciplines that had in common the need to make use of the 
mi .. roscope. This has always led to a diversity of membership which is 
socially as well as professionally advantageous. As science has become 
more and more compartmentalized, the value of the Society's cross
disciplinary role has increased. 

Another very positive gain from the Society's commitment to an 
instrument has been its links with the makers of instruments, the trade. 
From its foundation, the leading London makers were prominent in the 
So .. icty, and throughout its life, the maker and user have interacted 
most profitably at its meetings and through its publications. For a 
century and a half, the Society has provided consumer input into the 
microscope trade. The most remarkable manifestation of this is in the 
standardization of parts of the instrument, the impetus towards which 
was modestly initiated by the Society, and which has now achieved 
world-wide results. 

The Society's greatest advantage has undoubtedly been its raison 
d'etre, the microscope itself~ whose innumerable practical uses, and 
perennial appeal to human curiosity, have never abated since its first 
appearance. Modern man experiences just the same delight as the 
natural philosophers of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, when 
introduced to the amazing new world of the very small. If the wonders 
of the microscope rate second to those of the telescope, the former's 
practical applications are more numerous, and constantly on the 
increase. This is borne out by the fact that, when libraries are forced to 
institute a weeding out process among the growing number of scientific 
journals, the Journal of 1\1/icroscopy has proved to be remarkably safe, 
because it contains material of such wide appeal. As there can be no 
science without instruments, and the microscope, in all its guises, is so 
valuable and ubiquitous, the prognosis for the Society's future cannot 
but be hopeful. 
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APPENDIX 1 

The Royal Charter of 1866 

VICTORIA, BY THE GRACE OF GOD of the United Kingdom of Great 
Britain and Ireland, Queen, Defender of the Faith, TO ALL TO WHOM 
THESE PRESENTS SHALL COME GREETJNC: WHEREAS James Scott 
Bowerbank, Doctor of Laws, Fellow of the Royal Society; The Reverend 
Joseph Bancroft Reade, Master of Arts, fellow of the Royal Society; Nathaniel 
Bagshaw Ward, Fellow of the Royal Society; and others of our loving subjects, 
did, in the year 1839, establish a Society by the narne of THE MICROSCO
PICAL SOCIETY OF LONDON, for the advancement of Microscopical 
Science: 

AND WHEREAS it has been represented to us that the same Society has, 
since its establishment, sedulously pursued such its proposed object, by the 
researches of its members, and the collection and discussion of observations, 
and by the publication of its transactions frorn time to time, which have 
contributed to the progress of Microscopical knowledge: 

AND WHEREAS distinguished individuals in Foreign Countries, as well as 
British Subjects, have availed themselves of the facilities offered by the same 
Society for communicating important discoveries, greatly extending Micros
copical knowledge; and the great and general interest now felt in those 
branches of Science, whereof the Microscope is an important instrument of 
investigation, has been greatly promoted and fostered by this Society: 

AND WHEREAS the same Society has, in aid of its objects, acquired a 
considerable and important I .ibrary of.Scientific ·works, and a large collection 
of Microscopic objects, and several valuahle Microscopes, to which fresh 
accessions are constantly being made; and the said Society has hitherto been 
supported by donations and annual and other subscriptions and contributions 
to its funds, and has therefrom purchased and is possessed of a considerable 
stock in the public funds: 

AND WHEREAS, in order to sec:ure the property of the said Society, to 
extend its operations, and to give it a more permanent establishment among 
the Scientific T nstitutions of our Kingdom, we have been besought to grant 10 
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TILE ROYAL CHARTER 

James Claisher, Fellow of the Royal Society, the present President of the said 
Society, and to those who now are or shall hereafter hecome !v[ern bers of the 
said Society, our Royal Charter oflnc:orporation for the purposes aforesaid: 

NOW KNOW YE that we, being desirous of encouraging a design so 
laudable and salutary, of our especial grace, certain knowledge, and, mere 
motion, have willed, granted, and declared, and do by these presents, for us, 
our heirs and successors, will, grant and declare that the saidjames Glaishcr, 
and such other of our loving subjects as now are rnernbers of the said Society, 
or shall from time to time be elected Fellows thereof, according to such 
regulations or by-laws as shall be hereafter framed or enacted, and their 
successors shall for ever hereafter be by virtue of these presents one Budy 
politic and corporate, by the name of'Thc Microscopical Society ofLondun';* 
and for the purposes aforesaid, and by the name aforesaid, shall have 
perpetual succession and a common Scal,with foll power and authority to 
alter, vary, break, and renew the same at their discretion, and by the same 
name to sue and he sued, implead and be impleaded, answer and be answered, 
unto and in every Court of us, our heirs and successors, and be for ever able 
and capable in the Law to purchase, receive, possess, hold and enjoy, t.o them 
and their successors, any goods and chattels whatsoever, and also be able and 
capable in the Law (notwithstanding the Statute of Mortmain) to take, 
purchase, hold, and enjoy to them and their successors a hall or house, and any 
such mcssuages, lands, tenements, or hercditarncnts whatsoever as may be 
necessary or expedient for carrying out the purposes of the Society, the yearly 
value ofwhieh, including the site of the said hall or house, shall not exceed in 
the whole sum of one thousand pounds computing the same respectively at the 
time ofthc purchase or acquisition thereof, and to act in all the concerns of the 
said body politic and corporate as effectually, to all intents and purposes, as 
any other of our liegr. subjects, or any other body politic or corporate in our 
said Kingdom, nor being under any disability, might do in their respective 
r.oncerns. 

AND we do hereby grant our special licence and authority unto all and 
every person and persons, bodies politic and corporate ( othffwise competent), 
to grant, sr.11, alir:n and convey in mortmain unto and to use ol'the said body 
politic and corporate and their wccessors and messuagr.s, lands, tenements, or 
hcrcditamcnts not exceeding such annual value as aforesaid. 

AND our will and pleasure is, and we further grant and declare, that there 
shall be a General Meeting or General Meetings of the Fellows of the said 
Society to l.Je held from time to time as hereinafter mentioned, and that there 
shall be a Council to direct and manage the concern~ of the said body politic 
and corporate, and that the Grncral Meetings and the Council shall have the 

* On the hl November, 1866, Mr Secrrtary Walpole notified to the President that Her 
Majesty had been graciously pleased 'to command that the Society shall he styled the 
Royal Microsmpi ca! Society'. 
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entire direction and management or the same in the manner and subject to the 
regulations hereinafter mentioned. 

AND we do herehy also will, grant, and declare that then~ shall be a 
President, Vice Presidents, a Treasurer, and Secretaries of the said body 
politic and corporate, and that the Council shall consist of the President, Vice 
Presidents, Treasurer, Secretaries, and not more that twelve nor le.ss that eight 
other Fellows of the said Society. 

AN'D we do hereby further will and declare that the said James Claisher 
shall be the first President of the said body politic and corporate, and the other 
persons now being the Vice Presidents, Treasurer, Secretaries, and Members 
of the Council, and shall continue such until the r.lection of officers shall be 
made in pursuance or these presents. 

AND we do hereby fut'lher will and declare thal it shall be lawful fur the 
Fellows of' the said body politic and corporate hereby established to hold a 
General Meeting once in the year of oftener, for the purposes hereinafter 
mentioned; namely, that the President, Vice Presidents, the Treasurer, the 
Secretaries, and other Members of the Council, shall be chosen at such 
General Meeting, and that the General Meetings shall from time to time make 
and establish such by-laws, and vary and alter or revoke the samr. as they shall 
deem to be useful and necessary for the regulation of the said hod y politic and 
corporate, for the admission of Fellows and of Honorary and .Foreign 
Members, and for the fixing the number of the Vice Presidents and Officers, 
and for the management or the proceedings, and the estates, goods, and 
business of the said body politic and corporate, so that such by-laws be not 
repugnant to these presents, or to the Laws and Statutes of this our realm, and 
shall and may also enter into any resolution and make any regulation 
respecting the affairs of the said body politic and corporate that may be 
necessary and proper: 

AND we do further will and declare that the General Meetings shall take 
place at such time as may be fixed by the said Council, and that the present 
regulations or the said Society, so far as they are not inconsistent with these 
presents, shall continue in force until the same shall he altered by a General 
Meeting. 

AND we further will, grant, and declare that the Council shall have the sole 
management of the income and funds or the said body politic and corporate, 
and the appointment of the Librarian, Curator, and such other officers, 
attendants, and servants as the Council shall think necessary or useful, as also 
the entire management and superintendence of all the other affairs of the said 
Society, and shall and may, but not inconsistently with or contrary to the 
provisions of this our Charter, or any existing by-law, or the laws and statutes 
of this our realm, do all such acts and deeds as shall a pp ear to them necessary 
for carrying into effect the objects and views of the said body politic and 
corporate. 
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PROVIDED ALWAYS, and we do will and declare that the Council shall, 
from time to time, render to a General Meeting a full account of their 
proceedings, and that every Fellow of the Society may at all reasonable Limes, 
lo be fixed by the said Council, see and r.xamine the accounts of the receipts 
and payments of the said body politic and corporate. 

AND we further will, grant, and declare that the whole property of the said 
body politic and corporate shall be vested, and we <lo hereby vest the same, 
solely and absolutely in the Fellowship thereof: and that they shall have full 
power and authority to sell, alienate, charge, and otherwise dispose of the 
samr. as they shall think proper, but that no sale, mortgage, incumbrance, or 
other disposition of any rnessuagcs, lands, tenements, or hercditaments 
belongings lo the said body politic and corporate shall be made, except with 
the approbation and concurrence of a General Meeting. 

AND we do lastly declare it to be our Royal will and pleasure that no 
resolution ofby-law shall, on any account or pretence whatsoever, be made by 
the said body politic and corporate, in opposition to the general scope, true 
intent, and mr.aning of this our Charter, or the Laws or Sta tu Les of our realm: 
And that ifany such rule or by-law shall be made, the same shall be absolutely 
null and void to all intents, effects, constructions and purposes whatsoever. 

IN WITNESS whereof we have caused these our Letters to be made Patent. 

WITNESS ourscli; at our Palace at Westminster, this twenty eighth day of 
August in the thirtieth year of our reign. 

BY HER MAJESTY'S COMMAND. 

(Signed) CARDEW. 
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Presidents 1840-1989 

Sir Richard Owen, KCtl, DCL, MD, LLD, FRS 

John Lindley, l'hD,FRS 

Thomas Bell, l'RS 

James Scott Bowerbank, LLD, FRS 

George Busk, 1''RS 

Arthur Farre, MD, ms 
Gcorgcjackson, MRCS 

William Benjamin Carpenter, CB, MD, LJ.D, FRS 

George Shad bolt 
Edwin Lankester, MD, LLD, FRS 

John Thomas Queketr, FRS 

RohertJames Farrants, FRCS 

Charles Brooke, MA, ms 
J amcs Glaisher, ~·Rs 
Rev. Joseph Bancroft Reade, MA, FRS 

William Kitchen Parker, FRS 

Charles Brooke, MA, ~-Rs 

Henry Clifton Sor by, LLD, FRS 

Henry James Slack, FGS 

Liond S.Beale, MB, FRCP, FRS 

Peter Martin Duncan, MB, FRS 

Rev. William Henry Dallingcr, MA, LLD, FRS 

Charles Thomas Hudson, MA, LLD, FRS 

Robert Hraithwaite, Mil, MRCS 

Albert D.Michacl, FLS 

Edward Milles Nelson 
William Carruthers, FLS, FCS, FRS 

Henry Woodward, LLD, ~-Gs, FZS, FRS 

Dukinficld Henry Scott, MA, PhD, LLD, JI.S, FRS 

The Rt Hon. Lord Avebury, PC, DCL, LLD, FRS 

Sir Edwin Ray Lankester, Kfrn, MA, LLD, FLS, FRS 

Sir ].Arthur Thomson, MA, FRSE 
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1840-1 
1812-3 
1811-5 
1816-7 
1848-9 
1850-1 
1852-3 
1854-5 
1856-7 
1858-9 
1860 
1861-2 
1863-4 
1865-6-7-8 
1869-70 
]871-2 
1873-4 
1875-6-7 
1878 
1879-80 
1881-2-3 
1884-5-6-7 
1888-9-90 
1891-2 
1893-4-5 
1897-8-9 
1900-1 
1902-3 
1904-5-6 
1907-8 
1909 
1910-11 



PAST PRF.STDE,\"l'S 

Henry George Plimmcr, FLS, ~·:1.s, ms 
Sir German Sims Woodhead, MA, MD, LLD, FRSE 

Edward Heron-Allen, FLS, FGS, fRS 

J oscph E.Barnard, FlnstP, FRS 

John H.Eyrr., MD, MS, FRSE 

Frederic J .Cheshire, CHE, FlnstP 

A.Chas ton Chapman, HC, FCS, FRS 

James A.Murray, MD, RSc, ~'RS 

Joseph E.Barnard, FlnstP, FRS 

R.Rugglcs Gates, ~IA; PhD, LL/l, n.s, FRS 

Conrad Beck, CBE 

W.A.F. Balfour-Brown, MA, FI.S, FRES, FRSE 

Reginald S.Clay, BA, nsc, flnstP, 

.Joseph E.Barnard, f'lnslP, l'RS 

.James A.Murray, MU, llSc, FRS 

R.J. Ludfor<l, PhD, DSc, 

G.M.Findlay, CBE, MD, DSc, FRCP 

H,G,Smith, CB, OBE, MC, TD, DL 

T.E. Wallis, DSc, FRIC, H'S, ACP 

j. Smiles, OBE,ARCS 

john Bunyan, LDS, RCS, 

V. E, Cosslett, ~1A, PhD, ScD, Fl11sil', FRS 

John R. Baker, ~1A, DPl,il, USc, FRS 

HRH Prince Philip, Duke of Edinburgh 
B.Barer, ~1C, MA, DPhil 

Audrey M. Glauert, ~1A, MSc, sen 
A.C.E. Pearse, MD, FRCP, FRCPath, DCI' 

C.L'E. Turner, MA, MSc, DSc, FlnstP, FRHi,1S, FSA 

Duncan G, Murchison, BSc, PhD, FGS, FRSE 

Brian Ralph, .\IA, I'l,D, SdJ 

John R. Garrett, RSc, MB, BS, PhD, MD, FRCPatl,, LDS. RCS 

AW. Robards, PhD, DSc, F!Biol 

Archie Howie, MA, l'hD, FRS 

J.S. Plocm, ~m 
Gillian R. Bullock, MSc, PhD 
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1918-19 
1920-1 
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1924-5 
1926-7 
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1932-3 
1934-5 
1936-7 
1938-45 
1946 
1947-8-9 
1950-1 
1952-3 
1954-5 
1956-7 
1958-9-60 
1961-2-3 
1964-S 
1966 
1967-8-9 
1970-1 
1972-3 
1974-5 
1976-7 
1978-9 
1980-1 
1982-3 
1984-5 
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Honorary Fellows 

1840 Christian Gottfried Ehrenberg, 1879 A. von Kolliker, Wi.irzburg 
Berlin 1879 J. Leidy, Philaddphia, 

1810 Jan E.Purkinje, Vienna Pennsylvania 
1846 Filippo Pacini, Pistoia 1879 E. Metschniko!f, Odessa 
18~1 Asa Gray, Cambridge, 1879 C. Nagcli, Munir:h 

Massachusetts 1879 W. Nylander, Paris 
1867 John Williams, London 1879 C.A.J .A. Oudemans, Amsterdam 
1869 George Busk, London 1879 Louis Pasteur, Paris 
1870 James Hankey, New York, N.Y. 1879 L. Ranvier, Paris 
1870 M. Mouchct, Rochefort-sur-Mer 1879 G.O. Sars, Christiana 
l/l7 I Richard L. Maddox, London 1879 M.J. Schlciden, Wiesbaden 
1872 George C. Wallich, London 1879 F.E. Schultze, Graz 
1875 JJ. Vl'oudward, Washington, 1879 T. Schwann, Li~ge 

D.C. 1879 S. Schwendener, Berlin 
1876 Conte Ab . .F. Caslracane, Fano, 1879 Hamilton L. Smith, Geneva, New 

Italy York 
1876 Frederick Kitton, Norwich 1879 J J .S. Stccnslrup, Copenhagen 
1877 A.Renard, Louvain 1879 F. Ritter von Stein, Pragur. 
1878 Ernst Ab be,J ena 1879 E. Strasburger,.Jena 
1879 A. Agassiz, Cambridge, 1879 F. deThiimen, Klosterneuburg, 

Massachusetts Austria 
1879 W. Archer, Dublin 1879 P. van Tieghem, Paris 
1879 E.G. Balbiani, Paris 1879 E. Warming, Copeuhage11 
1879 A. de Bary, Strasburg 1879 G.R. Waterhouse, London 
1879 P .J. van Beneden, Lou vain 1879 A. vVeismann, Frt"ci burg im 
1879 Rev. M..J. Berkeley, Markel Breisgau 

Harborough 1879 K.A. Zittel, Munich 
1879 0. Biitschli, Heidelberg 1882 L. Dippel, Darmstadt 
1879 L. Cicnkowski, Kharkov 1883 Henri van Heurck, Antwerp 
1879 P. T. Cleve, U ppsala 1884 V-.1.K. Parker, London 
1879 F. Cohen, Brl'.slau 1885 J.H.L. Flog-el, Bramstedt, 
1879 Maxi me Corma, Paris Holstein 
1879 A. Dodd-Port, Ziirich 1885 H. de Lacaze-Duthicrs, Paris 
1879 T.W. En.~elmann, Ctrecht 1886 'vV .A. Rogers, Cam bridge, 
1879 II. Frey, Ziirich Mass a ch usctts 
1879 A. Grunow, Vienna 1887 P.H. Gosse, Torquay 
1879 P.Harting, Utrecht 1888 G.J. Allman, Parkstoni: 
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1888 G. Covi, Naples 193'.-l Sir HerbertJadson, London 
1888 S. Loven, Stockholm 1934 E.Kiister, Ciessen 
1888 R. Virchow, Berlin 1938 J.A. Cushman, Sharon, 
1889 J. Ralfs, Pcn7-ance Massachusetts 
1890 F. Leydig, Wiirzburg 1946 C.F.Hill, Warrington 
1890 vV.C. Williamson, Manchest~r 1947 .J.E. Barnard, Ox hey, 
1891 E. Bornet, Paris Hertfordshire 
1891 H. Fol, Nice 1948 J .A. Murray, London 
1891 T.H. Huxley, London 1950 Cecil R. Burch, Bristol 
1891 Sir Joseph Lister, London 1950 R. Chambers,NewYork, N.Y. 
1893 0. Hertwig, Berlin 1950 Reginald S. Clay, London 
IH94 E. van Beneden, Liege 1950 E.V. Cowdry, St Louis, Missouri 
1895 Anton Dohrn, Naples 1950 Warren H. Lewis, Philadelphia, 
1895 C. Golgi, Padua Pennsylvania 
1895 Hermann Graf zu 19:iO Adrianus P~jper, Pretoria, Sou,h 

Solms-Laubach, Strasburg Afrir.a 
1896 G. Retziu8, Stockholm 1950 Edmund Vi11ce11t, Philaddphia, 
1897 A.B. Lee, Nyon, Switzerland Pennsylvania 
1897 G.B. de Toni, Padua 1950 Ralph W.G. Wyckoll; Tucson, 
1901 C.T. Hudson, Shanklin, Lo. W. Arizona 
1902 Rt I Ion. Lord Rayleigh, London 1950 .Fri ts Zernike, Groningen 
1901 G. Bonnier, Paris 1951 Wil Ham A.F .Balfour-Browne, 
1904 Y. Delage, Paris Dumfries 
1904 S. Ramon y Ca,jal, Madrid 1951 H.G. Cannon, Manchester 
1904 J .J,H. Teal, London 1951 Arthur Earland, Dundee 
1904 Silvanus P. Thompson, London 1951 R. Ruggles Gates, Cambridge, 
1904 M. Treub,Java Massachusetts 
1905 W.G. Farlow, Cambridge, 1951 Ernst Leitz, Wetzlar 

Massachusetts 1951 T.E. Wallis, London 
1905 H .S.Jennings, Baltimore, 1952 Lord Adrian, 0 M, Cam bridge 

Maryland 19:i2 Sir Henry H. Dale, OM, London 
1905 E.Il. Wilson, New York, N,Y, 1953 J .Bronte Gatenby, Dublin 
1905 R. W. Wood, Baltimore, 1954 F.M. Duncan, London 

Maryland 1955 C. Tierney, Coulsdon 
1908 J.W.Judd, Kew 1956 G. U. Gey, Baltimore, Maryland 
1912 Eugene Pcnard, Geneva 19S6 Prolcssor Pumerat, Galveston, 
1918 Lady Mary Elizabeth Bruce, Texas 

London 1957 E.W. Taylor, York 
1919 Albert D. Michael, Swanagc 1958 D.,v. Fawcett, Bosto11, 
1923 Alfred B. Rendle, London Massachusetts 
1925 Marshall lJ. Ewell, Memphis, 1958 E.H. Land, Cambridge, 

Tennessee Massachusetts 
1929 Frederick Chapman, Melbourne, 1958 R.J. Ludford, London 

Australia 1958 E.K. Maxwell, Shinfidd 
1929 Ludwig Rhum bier, M iinden 1958 Maria Rooseboom, Lei den 
1929 Hans de Winiwarter, Liege 1959 T. Caspersson, Stockholm 
1930 SirJ olm Bretland Farmer, 1959 H.K.J uhnson, London 

London 1959 Dorothy Russdl, London 
l 931 V. Gregoire, Lou vain 1!69 J. Smiles, London 
1931 K. Krujii, Tokyu 1960 I rem: Crcs pin, Canberra, 
1931 Otto Rosenberg, Stockholm Australia 
19:~3 Sir Robert Hadfield, London 1960 Sir Wilfred Fish, London 
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1960 A Frcy-Weyssling, Zurich 1973 0. Eriinki:i, Hebinki 
1961 R. Barer, MC, Oxford 197'.{ Audrey M. Glauerl, Cambridge 
1961 lvI.E. Haine, Aldcrtnaston 1973 H. Pillar, Oberkochen 
1961 Irene Manton, Leeds 1971 Sir James Menter, London 
1962 G. Dupouy, Toulouse 1971 G. Xomarski, Orsay, France 
1962 OscarvV. Richards, Stamford, 1974 J.H. Scharf, Halle 

Connecticut 1975 J. Sikor~ki, Leeds 
1963 M.f.:. Brown, Chicago, Illinois 1976 J .S. Ploem, I .ci<len 
1963 A. Ca~tdlani, Italy 1977 Sir Peter Hirsch, Oxford 
1963 Sir Howard Florey, Oxford 197B A. IIowfr, Cambridge 
1963 I\,faurice Francon, Paris 1978 Z. Lc!jda, Prague 
1963 M.G. Lozimky, Moscow 1978 E. Weibel, Bern 
1963 J::mstRu~ka, Berlin 1979 W.G. Hartley, Seaford 
1964 I .ord fleck, Lo net on 19B1 J.V.P. Lung:, Cambridge 
1964 A.G.E. Pearse, London 1981 D.G. Murchison, Newcastle 
1965 V.E. Cosslett, Cambridge upon Tyne 
1965 F.H. Smith, York 1981 D.W. Pashley, London 
1966 HRH Prince Philip, The Duke of 1982 R. Castaing:, Paris 

Edinburgh 1982 H.Hasclrnann, Tiibingcn 
1967 W. Bernhard, Vill<>juif 1982 M. Karnovsky, Boston, 
1967 R.D. Preston, L<>eds Massachusett~ 
1968 J .R. Baker, Oxford 19B3 H.Ilashin1oto,Osaka 
196S J:'. Gabler, Vienna 198'.{ A.Thaer, Wcr.~lar 
1968 G. Palade, New York 1984 A. V. Crewe, Chicago, Illinois 
1968 S.C. Palay, Boston, 1984 T. Mulvey, Birmingham 

Massachusetts 1984 C.F. Quate, Stanford, California 
1968 K.R. Porter, Philadelphia, 19B1 K.C.A. Smith, Cambridge 

Pennsylvania 1985 A. Klug, Cambri~_ge 
1969 Professor Brumberg, Lcniugrad 1987 E.Ash,Londun 
1969 A.C. van Dorst cu, Amsterdam 1987 D. McMullan, Cambridge 
1969 J. Dyson, Teddington 1988 G. Binnig, Munich 
1970 Alan W. Agar, Harlow 1988 S. Inoue, Woods Hole, 
1970 R.W. Horne, Norwich Massachusetts 
1970 Sir Charles Oatley, Cam brid,~e 1988 C.P. Leblond, Quebec 
1970 S.Il.C. Tolausky, Engle field 1988 J.N. McArthur, Cambridge 

Green 1988 H. Rohrer, Ruschlikon, 
1972 M. Pluta, Warsaw Switzerland 
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Membership 

The curve or the number of ordinary members over 150 years gives an 
impression oflhe changes in the fortunes of the Society. The figures plotted arc 
of ordinary members only as this gives a true record of the willinguess of people 
to support the, Society. Other calegories were introduced or removed at 
various times. Honorary Members, or Honorary Fellows, is a class of 
membership that began in 1810 with two, and which continues uninterrupted 
to the present. Associates were present from 1840, but never numbered more 
that two, and were eliminated by 1880. The same applied to the short-lived 
category of Corresponding Fellow, added in 1874 and ended in 1880. The 
efforts made in 1879 to increase membership and influence added 39 new 
Honorary Fellows (sec Appendix 3) and 88 in the new category of ex-officio 
Fellows (sec Appendix 5). 

Membership figures were customarily made up to the end ofDecernber and 
then reported to the Annual Meeting held in the followingjanuary. Numbers 
joining, resigning, or dying during thr. year were noted, and iL is surprising 
how rnany times the simple arithmetic is in error. Then there was always the 
problem of when to remove a .Fellow for non-payment of dues. Do you count 
someone who is one, lwo, or three years overdue? Usually the situation was 
allowed to deteriorate, and so inflate the true figures of mcmhership, until a 
treasurer was forced to remove a batch of bad payers, and so reduce the 
membership total with a jerk. This accounts for some ufthejogs in the chart. 

Al the beginning of 1890 the membership was 659 ordinary Fellows, 50 
Honorary Fellows, and 88 ex-officio Fellows, so reaching a high nol to be 
attained again until the 1950s. At a Special Meeting held on 17 April 1918, it 
was decided to remove all enemy aliens from the roll. This decision removed 12 
Honoral'y Fellows, 12 ex-officio, and a number of ordinary .Fellows. 

Tn 1925 the ex-officio category was abandoned. At 31 December 1938, the 
membership was 444 ordinary .Fellows and 14 Honorary. Thirty years on 
(figures for L September 1968) there were rr.corded 1275 ordinary Fellows and 
44 Honorary. But a couple of years later, the Secretary said that thr. earlier 
figures could not be confirmed, so one must suppose that there were too many 
non-payers still on the books. 
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APPENDIX5 

The Lisi made in 187.9 of the 'Societies whose Presidents for lhe lime being 
are ex-officio Fellows of the Royal J//icroscopical Socief)'' 

CNITED Kl'.\:"CDOM 
London 

Quekett Microscopical Club 
South London J\Jicroscopical and .:'\att1ral History Club 

1-'rovinccs 
Birmingham Natural History and 1viicroscopical Society 
Brighton and Sussex Natun1 I History Society 
Bristol Microscopical Society 
Brislol '.\:'aturalists' Society 
East Kenl ~atural History Society 
CarcliffN aturalists' Society 
Croyd en Microscopical and Natura I T 1 is tory CI u b 
Eastbourne Natural History .Society 
Philosophical and Literary .Society ofLeeds 
Literary and Philosophical Society ofLiverpool 
Microscopical Society ofLivcrpool 
l\fanchcstcr Microscopical Society 
Norfolk and Norwich l\ aturalists' Society 
North ofEngland :-V1icruscopical Society, N f'wcastle upon Tyne 
Plymouth Institution and Devon and Cornwall ~atural History Society 
HerLfordshireNaturnl History Society and Fidd Club 

Scotland 
Natural History Society, Glasgow 
Cryplogamic Society ofScotland, Perth 
Perthshire Society ofNatural Science, Perth 

lrdand 
Dublin Microscopical Club 
Belfast >!arura\ History and Philosophical Society 

COLONIES 
India 

Asiatic Society ofBengal, Calcutta 
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Australasia 
I,inncan Society orScw Sou th \Valt:~ 
Royal Soci<cr.yofXew South \Vales, Sydney 
Royal Society ofSoutli Australia , Adelaide 
Royal Society of'Tasmania 
Royal Sudct y of Victoria 
Microscopical Society ofVictoria 
\Vcllington Ph ilosophical Stidcly, '\cw Zf>aland 

Canada 
~ova Scot ian I nst il ute of:\'"atural Scicncr., H alifax 
Natural History Snr.iety, Montreal 
Canadian Institu te, Toronw 

U:\"l1ED STATES 
An1crica11 Academy of Arts a nd Sciences, Uosto 11 
Roston Society of Natural Hi~tory 
State Microscopical Society ofl llinoi~, C hicag-o 
New York AcadcmyofScicnr.es, ;-.;cw York 
Kew York M icroscnpical Socit:Ly. New York 
Acack:1 ny ofNal.ural Scic:rn:t·s, Philadelphia 
Academy ol"Scienccs, St L ouis 
Sa n fnmdsco :Yficroscopical So,jr.1.y 
Troy Sr.icnritic: Associa 1io11, Troy, N. Y. 

GERJ\JA:\' Y 
K. l'rc:ussischc t\kademir. der Wisst"nschaftcn, flcrlin 
Gcsellschaft Natu1forschcndcr Frc:ude, Berlin 
K . Lcop0 ldinisd1-Carolinischc Dcul sd1c Akadernic ckr '\aturforsd1cr, 
llallc 

Scnck~nl>ergische :-laturforsd1cnde Cresdlschafl, Frankfurc a. M. 
Deu tsche l\ [alakozoologische Gcscllschaft, Frankfurt a. r-.-1. 
K. Gcscllschaft clcr \t\lisscnschaften, Cottingcn 

J cnaischc Gcscllschaft fur Mcdicin und 1aturwissenschaf1,J cna 
K. Sachsische Ccscllschaft dcr Wisscnschaft, Leipzig 
K. Baycrischc Akadcmic dcr Wissenschaft, Munich 

ACSTRI A-HUNCARY 
K. Akadcmic der v\'issf'.nschaflen, Vicn11a 
K.K. Zoologi~ch-bolar1ischc Gt"sellschart, Vicn11a 
K. Bobmischc: G cscllschaft d cr \Vis8cn~cl1;1ft, l'ra~uc 
Tiu ngarian Academy, Budapest 

HOLLAND 
K. 1\kad<~mic van \Vctcnschappcn , A mstcrclarn 
Hollandsdie J\faa1sd 1ap pij der Wctcnsd1appc11, Ilaarlcm 

DEN1,IARK 
K . D anske Vidr.11skahcrne~ Sclskah, Copcnh agt:n 
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SW EDF.1\ 
K . S, enska Vl·tenskaps :-\kadcmirn, S tockholm 

H.l iSSIA 
Socictc T rnpcrin le drs Nii tur:ilis lt'S, Moscow 
Sociccc de~ Naturaliste~ de la Nouvelle: Rw,sie, O d<-~s 11 
Acad emic T mpfrialt des Scie,u:cs, St Pctcrshurg 

SW ITZF.RLAND 
Na turfor~d1rnde Gcse:11,;drnli, flascl 
Socierc de Physique: ct d ' H istoirc a1u rcllt, Gr.neva 
Socihe Yaudoisc cks Sciences 1aturcllcs, Lausanne 
AJlgt!rncinc Schwci✓,trisd1c Ccscllschaft mr die Gesam m Len 

;'\ aLurwissenscha ftcn, Zurich 

FRANCE 
Sodf.L.: Unnr.ennc d 11 Nord dt la Fnrncc, Amicns 
Socictc des Sciertl"cs Pl,ysiq 11t's er Na turcllcs. Bord<"aux 
Socicrc Linnf.r.n11c de I .yon 
Ac,idcmic- des Scicnc1'S, Bcllc:-;-Lcttrt>s ct ArL~. l\.farsc:illc 
Aradcmie des Sricncrs c-1 Lr.urc:s, Mo11 tpr.l!it'.r 
Academic:: des Sciences, Pa ris 
.Sncicrc Bo taniq lit dr Fnt IICI': Paris 
So('ictc C:111 ptogarniq ue de Fra1H.:C, Pa , i~ 

.BET.CllJt-.1 
Acadfi11ic Rorak des Sciences, des L<'1t1-cs cl de~ Beaux. \i-tl> dr Rclgiqw:., 
B,ussds 
Su<:ictc Belgr de ~ licroscnpir, Brussels 
Scwictr ~lalacologiqu1: cir Belgique, Brus~ds 
Sorircr. Royak de 8 01,rniquc de Belgique, Hrns»cls 

ffALY 
Sorict11 !v[alacolnl{ica llaliana, rlm-cnr.c 
I s1i1uto Lomba rd n d1 Scit>112a e Lt'trc-1-r, 11. lilan 
Societi'1 C ri II oganiologica T ta lian;i .. \lib 11 

.Sorit't;1 l'oscana di ~dcrl/.a :\aun ;iii, Pisa 
R. t\ ccademia dt:lle S1-ienza, Turin 
R. l sri11110 \/c11e10 d i St:icmr.a. r ,cu e, e, cd Arti, V c11icc 
R. /\ ccademia dti Linrei. Roml' 

.SPAl :'-: 
Sodcdad Espar1ol.1d1' l listnr-i;1 .\atural. l\Jadrid 

PORTUGAL 
Acacle111ia He-al clas 5ciencia.s. Lisbon 
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APPENDIX 6 

Journal Puhlicalion Hi.rtou 

Tlw j oun1als ,1ssocia1ecl wi ti 1 01 pu bl islwcl by dw \ficrosccipical Socie1y or· 
London, from I flC(; 1.lw Royal IVficroscopical Society. 

(a) Thr Snci1:1y allnwtd repcnls of' it.~ procc1•di11gs tn lK p1i111.ul i11: The 

.Hii.ro_1,,;oj)ic Jou ma/, and Stmdura! Record/or ./841, c:ditcd by Da nid Cooper, and 
published for tile proprietors hy John van VoorsL Paternoster Ro\\', London; 
p1·i11tcr I LvV .. \lartin, Holborn, London. Only two volumes were produced, 
for 1841 and 1842. 

(b) To begin wirh, rhl' transaction, were p11hlishcd occasionally: 'J'he 
Transactions o/ !he A1icroscoµical Soriety ~f l,orulon, pu hlish.:r John van Voorst: 
printer E. :\cwman, Ilishopsgate, London, Volume I, 18--1·1-; 2, 18+9; '.l, 1852. 

(c) Aftu this, arrangements we1·e mad1~ 1.0 prim the transactiorn as 
separately paginated parts of the Qum-/1:rfr Journal of J1icmrcopica/ Science, 
edited by Edwin Lankesrcr and George Rusk: Tr11ns(1c/io11s of lhe Microscopical 
Socie/y of London, new series, volume l, 1853- volume Hi, IB6B. The publisher 
was Samuel Highley, 32, Fleet Street, London, and thr printer \V. Clowes 
and Sons, Stamford Street, London, for volumes 1-·1. The rrrnainclcr of rhe 
series was published by John Churchill, '\ew Bnrlington Str.:er, London, and 
printed by J.E. Adlard, Bartholomew Close, London. 

(d) Subsequent to the granting of the Roy;il Charin in Hlfi6, the Society 
wished to have greater control over the pu blical ion or its proceedings and 
transactions, with the responsibility for the appointmc:nt of the cdi tor. 
:tvlonthl y parts were issued, comprising two vol um es per year, the publisher 
hring Robert Hardwick.:, 192, Piccadilly, London, and t.hr printc:r once 
aisain \V.Clnwes and Som, Stamford Street and Charing Cross, London: The 
,Hnnlh/y kfo:ro.rcopical Journal: Transactions qf lhe Rv_yal iWir:m.icnpiwl Socie(y, and 
Rewrd of llisto/ogiwl Resea1d1 al Home and 1lbmad, <:'dited by Henry Lawson; 
volume 1, 1869- volume Hl, lll77. 

( e) Following L, wson 's death in 1877, several changes were rnadc:, 
including bi-monthly publication with one volume per year: Journal of the 
Royal Aforoscopical Svriely: C1mt11ininp, its Transactions & Pror;eedingr, wilh other 
Microscopical lnformalio11, published for the Society by Willian1s & :\' org-ate, 
London and Edinburgh: printed by ,v.Clowcs and Sons. This firm cu11tinued 
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to print theJouma! until the em! of 197J, aficr which priming was by Adlard 
& Sun, Ltd, Dartholome,\· Press, Do1·king, who ceased trading in June 1988. 
The three volumes 1878-80 con~titute the l1rst series; a second sc:rics .~tartnl 
in 188 l with another vol u Ille l. i\1111 ual volumes were produced un ti! vohlmf 
78, 1958; a I though a series three was 11a 1ned in l (127 ( with a larger format), ii. 
did not involve a change i11 the numbering-. Volume 79 was elated 19S9-fi0, 
but annu11l volumes cun(inued unce ag;iin tu 1965 with volumr. 8-L Since 
1918 a volume had consisted or rour parts, but now it was decided tn puhlish 
six pads a year, althoug-11 keeping a lour-pan volume. Thus: 8:J, ICJGG; flfi, 
1%6-67; 87, 1%7. Ant'.- a l"i)ur-pan volun1e 88 in 1968_, the namr was 
changed, but not the voh11ne number sequence. 

(f) .Jourrud of' .Hhrn.,cojJ_r, publisl1<:d for the Society by Blackwdl Sci1·HLilic 
Publica1io11s, Oxford, commenced with volume 89 in 1969, and \vas iss11ed iu 
three parts per volurrn:, t\vo volumes per year. In 1973 t.bis was i ucrellsed to 

tbree volumes each year. So the 1001.h volume in (he seq11e11ce (hat l;egan in 
1881 appeared in 1974-, and was dl1ly comrncrrn)la(ed. Fmrn (he hegi1111i11g ur 
1981 thcjoumal was issuc:d monthly, wilh three pan~ 1urn1ing a volume, and 
consequently four WJ!umc.~ appc:aring- in a year. The tut;1I number or pages 
published in the twelve isSLJCS lor I mm wa, l 711, 

(g) A second journal was lau11clwd by (he Society in E)bb, \Vl1id1 wa~ 
named: Proceedin,gs oflhe R~yril J1icro.,rnpiml SoU:e~1·. 01igi11ally in four parts (u a 
yearly volume, a chang-c was made wilh vnlume 5, 1970, lo ~ix pa1b per year. 

l LECTURE "ENCORED." 
MR. J. E. BARNARD TELLS STORY' 

OF GERM SEARCH. 
:\Ir. J. I~ . .Bnrnnrd, F.R .. S.-Dr. Gye' s ool. 

lengue rn en.i~cer 1·csen.l'ch- hnd to r .. ~pent bia leo
t.ur~ . . 011 111s seni:ch fo,r ult rn-microscopio 
01:gt11usms, so large WM the crowd thn.t ~tten(le.d 
t.o he_ru· him :.i.t the Jmperial College of Scie11ce, 
Kf\lrnrngt{)n, • • 

T,,.., la1·gc~t theatre in the college was pnckcd 
a11d , ,m!e t;irnes nu appeal wns made fol' t-ho 
gangw:i.y8 to be clenred, 1c1s tl1e ledurer declare cl 
la; wa.s willing to go t l1rough hi8 Jec:t1Jre ngnin, 
lntt it lrnd 110 offed. The rnom remained 
<;rowdcd. 

TIH~ nrnlicnc:e ;·oso nn<l cheered at its ronelu
~iou, a1ul :\fr: Rnrnnnl then rcpcnt.cfl hia address, 

'l'lii~ is the fir~t time tlrnt a rlct11ilcd de~cl"ip
t ion of what i8 bdicved to be tlic oq2;nnism nsso
cial(>,! with m;i lignant gro\vt h has been given bv 
the uisco,•c1·ers to a lay amlience. 

·1H The Fcrni11g S/u/l(/11rd, r; Jrn11,1ry 1()'.!h. reports the ' rncort'.' of a lt'.ctt1rt'. IJy 
.J.E.Ilarna rd a r Imperial C:ollt'.ge. Sec lla gc 73 . 
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